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Veterans 

ABORIGINAL PEOPLES and European nations had a history of alliances embodied in treaties 
before the twentieth century. As discussed in some detail in the first part of this volume, 
these were a continuation of the earlier practice of alliances among Aboriginal nations 
themselves.1 To cite one prominent example, the art and protocol of alliance making were 
highly developed among the Five (later Six) Nations of the Iroquois. In this tradition, 
reciprocal duties and obligations were clearly delineated and confirmed through spiritual 
and temporal ceremonies. An alliance was more than a political agreement or a simple 
affirmation of partnership. It was an arrangement perceived as embodying a sense of 
balance among members and an important spiritual dimension; it was a bond of mutual 
obligations held together by honour. 

When Aboriginal peoples allied with and fought alongside Europeans, they approached 
these alliances from their traditional perspective. This was borne out during the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, when Europeans seemed to reciprocate. They 
encouraged Aboriginal peoples to regard the new alliances with them as in the tradition 
of those they had forged previously among themselves. Thus, in order to secure these 
valuable and often essential allies in the name of their respective Crowns, the French and 
the British (and, later, British and United States military leaders) adopted elements of 
Aboriginal protocol in their alliance-making practices with them. 

The Aboriginal concept of alliance with the newcomers, begun in what is now central and 
eastern Canada, was carried into the series of treaties concluded in the Canadian plains 
after Confederation. Here, too, Aboriginal protocol was accepted, the agreements were 
considered to have spiritual significance, and the signing parties spoke of themselves as 
reciprocating partners. Although the treaties at this time were negotiated by the Canadian 
state, at every council it was emphasized that Aboriginal peoples were allying with the 
Great Mother, Queen Victoria, the embodiment of the British Crown, who offered 
protection and assistance in return for land for settlement. As in the case of traditional 
Aboriginal alliances, the new treaties were to be re-confirmed annually through gifts. 
Alliances thus maintained would not be abandoned lightly. 

Thus, in much of Canada, Aboriginal people retained a sense of loyalty to something high 
and important, a sense of worth as honourable partners and a sense of responsibility to 
uphold the alliance — as well as an expectation that the other partner felt bound in 
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similar ways. This belief was to be sorely tested during and after the two world wars. 
Wartime service for Aboriginal people was a continuation of the alliance, a gift of 
oneself, one's energies and one's goods. But the relationship had changed, and these gifts 
were not perceived as they were intended — as confirmation of the old alliances and 
treaties, a reminder that Aboriginal people were still honouring their obligations and 
expecting the Crown to do likewise. 

Many Aboriginal people also enlisted in the world wars for private reasons, just as many 
non-Aboriginal Canadians, however patriotic, enlisted for their own reasons. Enlistment 
exposed Aboriginal volunteers to the risks of combat, which they expected, and to new 
situations, places, regulations and training. However, for registered or status Indians, 
enlistment could ironically jeopardize the very relationship with the Crown that made 
enlistment right and proper. The threat was that enlistment could result in 
enfranchisement, which would completely terminate their membership in the Aboriginal 
community. This, in turn, would automatically eliminate their special relationship with 
the Crown. 

Aboriginal communities approached military service with an eye to their history of 
relations with the Crown — very much as they had preserved the memory of their treaties 
and alliances among themselves. They wanted the government to understand that, as 
allies, they were free to offer their services to the Crown, each individual according to his 
own decision. Particularly during the Second World War, many Aboriginal nations 
initiated research into treaties and historical relationships so as to confirm their right to 
reject all forms of conscription in favour of voluntary enlistment. 

Voluntary enlistment was high. Each war saw more than 3,000 registered Indians and 
numerous Métis and non-status people serve in the forces; many more tried to enlist and 
were rejected because of poor health or limited education. In Aboriginal communities 
where health and education levels were advanced, virtually every eligible man joined the 
armed forces. The overwhelming support for Canada's war effort — shown through 
enlistment, contributions to war charities and labour in wartime industries — was a 
measure of Aboriginal people's willingness to assume their responsibility in the crisis 
facing Canada. Their contribution was well received, and most Aboriginal people found 
acceptance as partners in the country's war effort. 

Only after the wars, when registered Indians returned to their reserves and Métis and non-
status people to their own communities, did it become clear that the semblance of full 
citizenship had been only temporary. As a result, after the wars, veterans would become 
leaders in their communities, challenging the government where its policies were at odds 
with its earlier undertakings to Aboriginal peoples. The beginnings of change occurred 
when Indians testified at the hearings of a joint parliamentary committee on the Indian 
Act in 1946-47. 

The Aboriginal veterans' struggle for recognition and benefits achieved only moderate 
success, but the process stimulated the politicization of Aboriginal people. Even today, 
however, when strong provincial and national Aboriginal organizations exist, the veterans 
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who remain feel that their sacrifice has not been honoured. The benefits they were denied 
are only part of the problem. What the veterans want is not a matter of financial 
recompense alone: they want recognition, confirmation from the government that they 
have fulfilled their side of the alliance by serving the nation to their utmost. They want 
non-Aboriginal Canadians to know this, and they want their own Aboriginal people to be 
proud of them and their fallen comrades. 

Aboriginal veterans were well represented at our hearings. The strength of their 
testimony encouraged the Senate's Standing Committee on Aboriginal Peoples to 
authorize its own inquiry into veterans' grievances in January 1994. Its March 1995 
report, entitled The Aboriginal Soldier After the Wars, confirmed widespread discontent 
about the nature of the benefits these veterans received and makes several 
recommendations to rectify the errors and omissions of past policy and practices.2 

1. Early Military Service 

The alliances Aboriginal people made with Canada from the time of the American 
Revolution until the First World War demonstrated their reliability and hardiness in battle 
and the vital part they often played in promoting the Crown's North American interests. 
Their loyalty to the British Empire, proven on and off the battlefield right up to the Boer 
War, did not, however, lead to the expected restoration of Indian territory, or to any better 
treatment by their allies. 

By 1775, the colonial unrest that would lead to the American Revolution was bringing 
American agents to Canada to encourage other settlements to join in the revolt. The 
subsequent invasion of Canada was repelled, marked by a decisive victory over American 
forces 30 miles west of Montreal by some 100 Canadians and several hundred Mohawks 
led by Joseph Brant. Iroquoian forces were heavily involved throughout the war — 
although the league was now divided, with the Oneida and Tuscarora nations remaining 
either neutral or loyal to the Americans. When a peace was reached in 1783, Britain lost 
her claim to the western regions, including the Ohio and Mississippi Valley homes of 
many of her Indian allies. Britain argued to keep her western forts for several years, but 
then depended on her Indian allies to hold them. Until the outbreak of war again in 1812, 
the western tribes were in constant turmoil as a result of conflicts with settlers, land 
speculators and American militia. This period marked the emergence of the Shawnee 
leader Tecumseh and, with him, a renewed call for unity among the tribes.3 

Britain's Indian allies played important, often decisive, roles in many battles of the War 
of 1812. In fact, General Brock regarded them as essential to the defence of Canada, and 
he did what he could to encourage their support and make good use of their warriors. In 
July 1812, along with a handful of regulars and fur traders, a force of nearly 500 Indians 
took the American fort of Michilimackinac. American General Hull, who had managed to 
cross the Detroit River into Canada, had to retreat to Detroit, where General Brock, 
Tecumseh and their combined forces accepted his surrender.4 
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The later loss of Brock and his replacement by the British General Proctor resulted in less 
amiable co-operation with the Indian allies. They remained very effective as mobile 
troops, however, excelling as raiders and in ambush. In fact, Montreal fur trader James 
McGill declared that "The Indians are the only Allies who can aught avail in the defence 
of the Canadas."5 

After a naval defeat, Proctor abandoned Detroit and retreated up the Thames River, 
despite Tecumseh's protests. While he fled upstream, the Indian allies were left to fight 
the battle of Moraviantown alone. Tecumseh, a great tactician much admired by Brock, 
likened Proctor to a "whipped dog crawling away with its tail between its legs."6 
Tecumseh died by the Thames, robbing the defenders of a great leader whom Brock had 
considered his equal. 

In the Niagara region, American attempts to enlist the support or even the neutrality of 
the Grand River Six Nations and other tribes had very limited success. The loyalty of 
Aboriginal forces to the British Crown was proven beyond doubt by the decisive role 
they played in several important military conflicts — sometimes on their own and 
sometimes with regular troops and militia. These conflicts included battles involving the 
Six Nations, led by John Brant and Captain Norton at Queenston Heights and Fort 
George; warriors from the Six Nations, Caughnawaga (Kahnawake), Lake of Two 
Mountains (Oka) and St. Regis (Akwesasne), who fought at Beaver Dam; and the 
Ottawa, who were led into battle by Chief Blackbird and Captain Elliott at Balls Farm. 
Clearly frustrated, American General Porter attested to the effectiveness of Canada's 
Indian forces when he wrote, "this army lies panic-struck, shut up and whipped in by a 
few hundred miserable savages".7 The Americans continued to send agents into 
Aboriginal communities, but only a few individuals could be pressured into joining them. 

As late as 1814, repeated American attacks were repelled by loyal allies of the Crown, 
including the Winnebago, Sioux and Sauk nations in the upper Mississippi Valley. 
Britain was even considering a concerted campaign for the spring of 1815, in which its 
western Indian allies would play a key role. 

Despite their loyalty to their British allies and their role in many victories, Aboriginal 
peoples received no major benefit from the war beyond the right to remain in British 
territory. 

Many did stay, even some from the western peoples that Tecumseh had persuaded to join 
the fray, and they settled with established Aboriginal communities here. Others drifted 
back to homelands in the United States. 

At the peace conference of 1814, Britain could not persuade the Americans to support a 
buffer state consisting of Indian territory. The Americans did agree "to restore to the 
Indian nations who had been at war 'all the Possessions, Rights, and Privileges'" that had 
been theirs before the war.8 There would, therefore, be no restoration of Indian territory. 
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Much later, the Boer War saw many individual Indian and Métis people volunteer, even 
though the conflict was offshore and far away. John Brant Sero, a Mohawk who went 
overseas despite being rejected by the military, was among them. He hired on as a 
civilian in the mule transport auxiliary and remained convinced that his rejection from the 
military had to do with his race. On behalf of all Aboriginal people, he indignantly wrote, 
"We believe we have an interest in the empire, bought by the blood of our ancestors."9 
Okanagan rancher George McLean, of the Head of the Lake Band, also served in the 
Boer War with the 2nd Canadian Mounted Rifles, and he volunteered again when the first 
of the two world wars broke out.10 

2. The First World War 

The Aboriginal people of Canada responded whole-heartedly to the wartime emergency 
of 1914-1918. Status and non-status Indians, Métis and Inuit all served overseas, 
frequently in the front lines. 

During the war, many Aboriginal servicemen earned medals for bravery in battle, and 
most expected that their wartime contributions would result in a new atmosphere when 
they returned to Canada. On 20 June 1920 Saskatchewan Cree clergyman Edward 
Ahenakew voiced this hope: 

Now that peace has been declared, the Indians of Canada may look with just pride upon 
the part played by them in the Great War, both at home and on the field of battle. They 
have well and nobly upheld the loyal tradition of their gallant ancestors who rendered 
invaluable service to the British cause in 1775 and 1812 and have added thereto a 
heritage of deathless honour which is an example and an inspiration for their descendants. 
... 

Not in vain did our young men die in a strange land; not in vain are our Indian bones 
mingled with the soil of a foreign land for the first time since the world began; not in vain 
did the Indian fathers and mothers see their son march away to face what to them were 
ununderstandable dangers; the unseen tears of Indian mothers in many isolated Indian 
reserves have watered the seeds from which may spring those desires and efforts and 
aspirations which will enable us to reach sooner the stage when we will take our place 
side by side with the white people, doing our share of productive work and gladly 
shouldering the responsibilities of citizens in this our country.11 

There was an early burst of spontaneous enlistment by Aboriginal people that reflected 
the patriotic enthusiasm of Canada's general population. Agency lists of those who 
volunteered are remarkable. For instance, the record from Golden Lake listed 18 men, 
most of whom served in France; seven were wounded, and five were killed in action.12 At 
war's end, only three able-bodied men of service age remained at Golden Lake.13 The 
listing from Chapleau agency includes a note from the agent: "The above are all Indians 
of this Agency every one of whom Enlisted Voluntarily previous to the time the military 
Service Act was passed and all have seen service in France... several have paid the 
supreme sacrifice."14 
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The response of many Aboriginal communities to the outbreak of war was so rapid that 
men were in uniform before policy was established. Aboriginal soldiers were dying 
overseas even before December 1915, when permission for Indians to enlist was given 
officially. Before that, concerns had been expressed that German forces might 
discriminate against them if they were captured, so policy makers hesitated to 
recommend acceptance of Indian enlistees.15 

Early volunteers were soon being joined by those who enlisted once formal recruiting 
campaigns got under way. Lieutenant Colonel Glen Campbell, who had been chief 
inspector of Indian agencies for Indian affairs at Winnipeg, promoted the establishment 
and manning of the 107th Battalion at Winnipeg from December 1915, intending it to be 
all or mostly Indian.16 Recruiting for Aboriginal volunteers for this unit included visits to 
the Elkhorn residential school.17 Active recruiting at the residential schools led to 
considerable suspicion on reserves and to cautions from elders, who believed their men 
should not be liable for any military service outside Canada. 

After the first three years of war, as general enlistment slowed and manpower needs 
increased, the government had to consider stronger measures to encourage enlistment. 
The Military Service Act provoked considerable public reaction, not least from status and, 
particularly, treaty Indians. The act provided for conscription based on registration of all 
British subjects. No notice was taken of status Indians' lack of citizenship or of treaty 
membership. Indian affairs deputy superintendent Duncan Campbell Scott insisted that 
the Military Service Act did apply to all Indians and denied the argument that treaty 
Indians were exempt.18 

The possibility of conscription gave rise to anger and resistance in many reserve 
communities. Scott ignored the existence of historical treaties and alliances but later 
recommended that Indians be exempted from service, after registration, on the basis that 
they were not qualified to vote. This was confirmed by an order in council very late in the 
war.19 

While some status Indians already serving were given discharges, Scott manipulated the 
new regulation: he did not publicize the exemption, so serving soldiers would not find out 
that they could return. In some of his correspondence, he went so far as to deny that the 
exemption existed at all. Even so, by mid-1918 he was arguing that Indians should not 
even be allowed to volunteer, let alone be called up.20 

Despite Indian affairs' policy shifts, well over 3,500 status Indians did serve in the First 
World War.21 Non-status Indians and Métis who enlisted were not counted, but many 
served, often with distinction. Numerous awards for bravery went to Aboriginal soldiers: 
Okanagan Private George McLean was awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal for 
"conspicuous gallantry and devotion"; Ojibwa of Hiawatha Lance Corporal Johnson 
Paudash received the Military Medal; Oka Private Joseph Roussin was awarded the 
Military Medal and nine wound stripes. Ojibwa Corporal Francis Pegahmagabow, who 
enlisted in 1914, earned more medals than any other Aboriginal soldier of the First World 
War. He excelled as both scout and sniper, and returned to Canada only in 1919. Henry 
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Norwest, Military Medal and Bar, was killed.22 Olympic runner Corporal Joe Keeper of 
Norway House, Manitoba, who excelled as a middle distance runner in Canadian Corps 
sports activities, also went on to win a Military Medal. 

Early in the war there were plans to have several all-Indian battalions. The 114th 
Battalion in eastern Canada originally enlisted many Six Nations, Kahnawake and 
Akwesasne soldiers. The 107th Battalion out of Winnipeg began with a high proportion 
of western Aboriginal recruits. However, both units were dispersed overseas, as 
replacements. Wherever they ended up, Aboriginal servicemen were particularly prized 
as snipers or sharpshooters, a dangerous but essential function, and as scouts. Many also 
served in Pioneer and Forestry battalions, often performing heavy labour in construction 
while under fire. By war's end, Aboriginal soldiers were scattered widely in many 
infantry battalions, Pioneer, Labour and Forestry battalions, Railway Troops, the 
Veterinary Corps, the Service Corps, and Canadian Engineers, with only a handful 
serving in the Air Force. For most Aboriginal recruits, the lack of formal education meant 
the Army was their only option upon enlistment. 

Lack of education also restricted promotions within the Army. Many Aboriginal soldiers 
became non-commissioned officers, corporals, lance corporals and sergeants, but a 
commission to the rank of lieutenant or above was virtually impossible without 
education. The fact that a considerable number were commissioned indicates that race 
was not a limiting factor: Lieutenant James David Moses of Oshweken and Lieutenant 
John Randolph Stacey of Kahnawake were Air Force officers; Lieutenant Cameron 
Brant, Lieutenant (later Brigadier) Oliver Milton Martin, and Captain Alexander Smith 
and Captain Charles D. Smith of Six Nations earned their rank in the Army.23 Hugh John 
McDonald, a non-status Indian from the Mackenzie Valley, is reported to have earned his 
commission "by virtue of outstanding service in the field".24 

The casualties of war included many of the officers and decorated soldiers. In all, more 
than 300 status Indians died — of the more than 3,500 that enlisted. Hundreds of others 
were wounded, many of whom died soon after the war. In addition, disease took a heavy 
toll; the isolation of many reserves and Aboriginal communities meant that immunity to 
some diseases was low. 

Inuit recruits came mostly from Labrador. Among them was Lance Corporal John 
Shiwak of Rigolet who served as scout, observer and sniper with the Royal 
Newfoundland Regiment before being killed in France. Frederick Frieda of Hopedale 
served in the same regiment overseas, as well as in the Canadian Rangers, a domestic 
defence force, after the war.25 

Returning veterans found themselves in the care of the new Department of Soldiers' Civil 
Re-establishment — provided they were not status Indians. Status Indians who returned 
to reserves found themselves under the control of Indian affairs for matters pertaining to 
their war service. 
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Administration of the new Soldier Settlement Act for status Indian veterans returning to 
the prairies was placed in the hands of Indian commissioner William Graham.26 During 
the war, Graham had been appointed "to make proper arrangements with the Indians for 
the leasing of reserve lands" for purposes of "greater production". As early as 1917 
various schemes had been considered to alienate Indian reserve lands in order to re-settle 
returning veterans. The Army and Navy Veterans Association asked specifically that the 
government purchase reserve lands, among others, for the use of veterans.27 Thus, the 
wartime plan to lease Indian reserve lands to boost agricultural production merged into 
the post-war plan to obtain outright surrenders of Indian reserve lands for veterans. 

Pressure first to lease and then to sell reserve land angered many bands. Often they 
refused. Their resistance was countered by the so-called Oliver Act of 1911, a series of 
amendments to the Indian Act that facilitated the sale and expropriation of reserve lands.28 
In addition, a 1919 order in council gave the superintendent of Indian affairs authority "to 
appropriate and to cause to be utilized any portion of any Indian reserve which is not 
under cultivation or otherwise properly used."29 In concurrence with Indian affairs policy, 
Commissioner Graham went after Indian land vigorously until 1922. The department 
justified its actions as follows: "...the areas of the reserves set apart under treaty were 
generous, but were given as part compensation for the cession of title, and with the 
intention that, in the future, the proceeds from the sale of the lands might form funds 
from which the Indians could be maintained."30 

This rationalization violated the spirit of treaty agreements. As one historian put it, "The 
soldier settlement emergency was an excuse to alienate some valuable lands from Indian 
use. ...[These lands were] part of the birthright of those people the Crown had sworn to 
protect at the time of the treaty."31 

Indian affairs succeeded in obtaining surrenders of 85,000 acres of Indian reserve land, 
mostly in Alberta and Saskatchewan.32 Although prices were often close to real value, 
coercive methods were used in the face of understandable reluctance on most reserves. 
Surrenders appeared to have two goals: making Indian land available to satisfy veterans 
and neighbouring farmers and ranchers, and raising funds for the support of Indian bands 
through the sale of their lands.33 

While prairie Indian reserves were being subjected to leases and surrenders, returning 
status Indian veterans were waiting to see what the Soldier Settlement Act would offer 
them. Commissioner Graham would administer a revised act for status Indians. Indian 
affairs was given the right to obtain land for an Indian veteran either on- or off-reserve, 
and the department was also given the power to override any band council's opposition to 
granting reserve location tickets to veterans. 

In practice, almost no free land off-reserve was ever granted to a prairie Indian veteran. 
Neither treaty nor non-treaty Indians were able to homestead in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
Alberta or the North (the Territories), since the Indian Act barred them specifically from 
"acquiring a homestead or pre-emption right...to a quarter-section...in any surveyed or 
unsurveyed lands in the said provinces."34 The result was that most Aboriginal veterans 
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were excluded from the standard benefits supposedly their right as veterans under the 
Soldier Settlement Act. To all other veterans the act offered a homestead; a purchase or 
lease from the Soldier Settlement Board of land, stock or equipment at reasonable rates; a 
loan advance or mortgage; and farming instruction.35 

In eastern Canada, some status Indian veterans "did obtain loans and purchase some land 
outside of their reserves without losing their treaty status."36 In the west, the status Indian 
veteran often lost his share in communal lands sold to the Soldier Settlement Board, 
while also remaining ineligible for the 160 acres available to other veterans. 

Furthermore, western veterans often found it difficult to obtain location tickets on what 
was left of their bands' communal land: band councils feared further break-up of their 
land and, to protest Indian affairs' manipulations, refused to co-operate. This left many 
Indian veterans empty-handed, as well as alienated from other members of their bands. 
Even if a status Indian gained a location ticket, the right to occupy and use a piece of 
reserve land was not the equivalent of other veterans' outright ownership of a quarter-
section of land as a free homestead. The status Indian veteran obtained nothing more than 
the right he already had as a band member. 

Administration of the Soldier Settlement Act by Indian affairs also made it difficult for 
status Indian veterans to obtain other benefits to which they were entitled. On the prairies, 
only one Indian veteran in 10 that applied for financial assistance was given a loan by the 
Soldier Settlement Board.37 One inspector candidly reported refusing a Six Nations 
veteran a loan on the grounds that "The amount of the loan appeared to me to be too large 
for an Indian." In the west, Graham tried to have loans deducted from band trust funds, 
rather than from Soldier Settlement funds. Western loans, few as they were, were not 
granted until 1920, two years after the war's end. By 1921, about 150 loans had been 
approved for status Indian veterans — a small fraction of the total number of returning 
veterans. While the number of loans rose over time, most were confined to Ontario.38 

Concerning other veterans benefits, the Royal Canadian Legion pointed out that Indian 
veterans were being shortchanged on several counts. In 1936, the Ontario convention 
passed the following resolution: 

That the Indian War Veteran be placed on the same footing and receive the same benefits 
as his other Canadian comrades, especially in regard to the Last Post Fund, Pensioners' 
Relief and Veterans Allowances, and that the Canadian Legion, British Empire Service 
League, do everything in their power to bring this about.39 

The pensions board felt that the veterans had certain benefits by virtue of their status as 
Indians and so should not be given the larger veterans benefits. It had been decided in the 
spring of 1932 that "Indian veterans on reserves in need of help were to be treated like 
other Indians on reserves rather than as veterans. Only enfranchised Indian veterans not 
living on reserves were entitled to the same benefits as non-Indian veterans."40 Finally, in 
1936, some months after the Legion's protest, the Legion recommendations resulted in a 
revision of policy. 
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Indian veterans were clearly placed at a serious disadvantage by a combination of the 
soldier settlement land purchases, the restrictive clause of the Indian Act concerning 
prairie homesteads, the location ticket alternative to free land, and the very limited 
approval of loan applications. These inequalities were far more important than those 
listed by the Legion, since they were about matters regarding land title and loans; unlike 
those related to pensions and allowances, these inequalities were not rectified. 

3. Between the Wars 

Aboriginal veterans faced other challenges during the interwar years. All communities 
had to cope with the Great Depression. Métis people and non-status Indians with access 
to hunting and fishing lands generally fared better than status Indians trying to cope with 
inadequate and shrinking reserves. The few veterans who acquired location tickets and 
loans and tried to start up their own farms faced intense dust bowl conditions and 
depressed markets for their products. 

Veterans with fresh ideas and a determination to create change, especially reducing the 
control of Indian affairs branch (IAB) over their lives, found that their biggest impediment 
was the IAB bureaucracy itself. 

...Indian war veterans found that nothing had changed; they were still under the yoke of 
government bureaucrats and treated like irresponsible children. Some became angry but 
most became bitter or disillusioned by the fact that the better world they had fought for 
did not seem to exist within the boundaries of their own reserves.41 

In the east, F.O. (Fred) Loft, a Mohawk who had been a lieutenant during the First World 
War, aroused IAB suspicions when he began organizing the League of Indians to work for 
change. Loft was one of "the great Indian activists of the first half of the twentieth 
century, whose struggles laid the groundwork from which recent activism emerged".42 In 
1918, a new Aboriginal political organization was envisioned. Although the League of 
Indians began in the east, with Loft as its first president, the intention to become national 
in scope was demonstrated at western conventions in Manitoba in 1920, Saskatchewan in 
1921 and Alberta in 1922. Loft's initial plan had been to organize widely scattered bands 
for united collective action patterned after labour unions. He maintained that Indian 
peoples were facing the same problems and could only effect change by working 
together: "We must be heard as a nation".43 

Among the grievances uniting Aboriginal communities were the amendments to the 
Indian Act facilitating the sale of Indian reserve lands, instituted by the minister of the 
interior, Frank Oliver. Two aspects of the amendments are of interest here. First, the 
superintendent general of Indian affairs was empowered to order an inquiry into the 
removal of an Indian band residing on a reserve adjacent to a town of 8,000 residents or 
more, as well as to initiate that removal, resettle the Indian population and sell the land. 
Second, expropriation of Indian land was to be allowed without surrender or consent if 
the land was needed for roads, railroads or other public projects. These amendments — in 
addition to the 1894 confirmation of the superintendent general's power to lease 
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undeveloped reserve lands without a band's surrender or consent, and the 1898 
amendment giving the superintendent overriding powers — led to the surrender and sale 
of hundreds of thousands of acres of some of the best Indian lands. 

Duncan Campbell Scott, deputy superintendent general, reacted with increasing 
animosity to the growth of Aboriginal political organization. In 1920 he notified Loft that 
"the Department is considering the question of your enfranchisement." The IAB saw 
enfranchisement as a means to eliminate "troublemakers and educated Indians from the 
ranks of Indians as a whole."44 The League of Indians and Loft personally lobbied against 
new legislation to enfranchise returned First World War veterans. It was Scott's view that 
the IAB should be able "to enfranchise individual Indians or bands of Indians without the 
necessity of obtaining their consent thereto."45 Loft was attempting to get answers from 
Commissioner Graham, who was surveying western reserves and pursuing a policy of 
obtaining land surrenders. Scott ordered Graham not to confer with Loft at all, sent extra 
RCMP to all meetings of the League, and kept Loft himself under surveillance. When Loft 
then attempted to deal directly with members of Parliament, Scott tried to discredit him. 

For personal reasons Loft left the League for a few years. In this interval the IAB 

attempted to suppress further political activity. An amendment to the Indian Act made it 
illegal to raise funds "for the prosecution of any claim." The penalties for any organizer 
who persisted included fines and jail sentences. 

On his return, Loft was unable to revive the eastern branch of the League because of 
persecution by Scott. Although Loft failed to make the League a national force, the 
western branches continued throughout the 1930s and often adopted Loft's example of 
circumventing the IAB and calling upon members of Parliament for help. 

The level of activity in the western League illustrated that Indians "were not silent, 
passive observers of their destiny but rather actively struggling for a place as native 
people in Canada."46 In the west, leadership in League activities continued in the hands of 
men like John Tootoosis and Edward Ahenakew, men conscious of the contributions 
Aboriginal people had made in the war and familiar with the controls exerted by the IAB 
and the poverty, limited education and discrimination that results. 

When the Second World War broke out in 1939, Indians found themselves, as in 1914, 
less able than other Canadians to participate fully, since they lived in more remote 
locations or were separated from the rest of Canadian society by the reserve system. 
Inequalities with regard to health, education and employment experience placed them at a 
further disadvantage. 

4. The Second World War 

4.1 Enlistment 

"Indians are very loyal."47 With these words, IAB director Dr. H. McGill summed up the 
response of Aboriginal communities across Canada at the start of the Second World War. 
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In British Columbia, Native Brotherhood of B.C. spokesman Ambrose Reid asserted: "It is 
our duty as patriotic citizens to put aside our personal claims or claims of our 
brotherhood and aid our country in this time of stress... our country is at war so we the 
Native Brotherhood are at War."48 

In Alberta, Teddy Yellowfly of the Blackfoot Council declared, "Indian loyalty to 
Canada and to the Empire shows the outlook of the Indian is purely Canadian in its nature 
and character."49 At Rocky Mountain House, Alberta, Chief Walking Eagle vowed, 
"every Indian in Canada will fight for King George".50 Chief Joe Dreaver of the 
Mistawasis reserve in Saskatchewan, a veteran of the First World War, led 50 volunteers 
into the nearest recruiting station. The response of Aboriginal communities matched the 
early rush of volunteers in the general population. By the end of 1940, many Aboriginal 
men and women were already overseas or working in essential wartime industries. But 
Chief Joe Delisle of Six Nations in southern Ontario urged that Aboriginal communities 
do even more "to help our King and Queen and to bring about the downfall of the 
tyrant."51 Most declarations of loyalty included pointed references to the monarch as a 
descendant of the British royalty with whom alliances and treaties had first been made. 

The reports of Indian agents across Canada confirm this loyalty. Indians were enlisting 
and serving in the forces at home and overseas; working in steel, munitions, agriculture 
and a host of other essential industries; and raising money and goods for the Red Cross, 
the Salvation Army, the Spitfire Fund, war bonds and other wartime agencies. Indians 
were opting in; they were behaving like other Canadians. 

There was an irony in this, however, for legally, status Indians were not Canadian 
citizens at all, nor were they being treated as such by the Indian affairs branch. Status 
Indians, unique among Canada's Aboriginal people, were non-citizens and wards of the 
government until 1960. 

Standards of health and education had been so low that at least half the men who 
volunteered for the armed forces had to be rejected.52 In addition, the IAB often blocked 
the contributions Indians tried to make to wartime charities.53 Status Indian men who 
served in the forces were regarded as prime candidates for enfranchisement. The IAB 
collaborated with the Department of National Defence (DND) in the alienation of Indian 
lands over Indian protests, then persuaded DND to allow the IAB to administer soldiers' 
benefits for all Indian servicemen. Although Indians responded to the challenges of the 
war years, and their lives expanded and changed, the IAB did not change its approaches 
and methods. 

Although IAB interference did not affect non-status Indians and Métis people, many 
among their number had to struggle with isolation in widely scattered communities in the 
north. The lack of services, in both education and health, came to light only during the 
Second World War. Despite the absence of treaties connecting them to the Crown, Métis 
and non-status communities saw a large proportion of their men volunteer. 
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Estimates of how many Aboriginal people served during the Second World War vary 
widely. Government statistics, based on IAB records, indicate that by 1945 3,090 status 
Indians had served. Charles Roasting, president of the Indian Veterans Association of 
Alberta, provides an estimate that takes in a longer timeframe and includes other 
Aboriginal people in addition to status Indians. He reports that 12,000 Aboriginal people 
served in the two world wars and Korea, an estimate that certainly appears reasonable.54 

Testimony at our public hearings and those of the Senate committee showed that some 
status Indians were reluctant to enlist for fear of enfranchisement, and indeed some 
veterans reported having been told that they had to enfranchise in order to enlist. Others 
reported that they returned home to find they had been enfranchised in their absence. Still 
others were subject to persuasion or pressure on their return and encouraged to sign 
enfranchisement documents in order to receive all veterans benefits.55 

Veterans reported motives for enlistment quite comparable to the Canadian population as 
a whole, including their need for work to support themselves and their families, their 
enthusiasm for adventure, and their love and sense of duty for their country. 

Rejection of early volunteers, in 1939 and 1940, was common. The nation had not been 
prepared for the outbreak of war, and the long depression had created a large pool of men 
eager to don a uniform if it meant food, shelter and wages. But there were not enough 
uniforms, barracks or guns for so many volunteers.56 Unable to accommodate the first 
rush of volunteers, the armed forces had to reject them. 

Many Aboriginal enlisted men, like those in the general population, were discharged as a 
result of further medical testing during training camp. Owing to rigorous training and 
frequent retesting, it was common for men to be discharged within weeks or months of 
enlisting. Discharge of a recruit before he had served one full year in Canada or any 
period overseas would bar him from receiving veterans benefits. Many health problems, 
in particular the debilitating ones experienced by the Indian population, were aggravated 
by arduous training, and they resulted in numerous cases of newly active tuberculosis and 
pneumonia. 

In his annual report for 1939-1940, IAB director McGill commented that Indian 
communities were experiencing "the usual amount of infectious disease", including 
influenza, diphtheria, scarlet fever, measles, chicken pox, whooping cough and 
pneumonia. While acknowledging that there had been many deaths from influenza and 
pneumonia and a serious outbreak of typhoid at the Norway House residential school, 
McGill asserted that there were "no epidemics of serious proportion". The director 
pointed out that there were programs to alleviate the high incidence of tuberculosis 
among Indians, which was "more than ten times as high as among the white 
population."57 Indian agents reported high military rejection rates for status Indians on 
medical grounds: for example, Birtle agency reported 100 per cent, and Battleford agency 
25 per cent on enlistment and an additional 40 per cent during training.58 Agent Ostrander 
of Battleford wrote in September 1941, "Physical fitness is a stumbling block to most of 
them. The number of those rejected for impaired vision and lung scars is surprising."59 
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Sometimes tuberculosis became evident only after recruits underwent rigorous training or 
actual combat conditions, and then pneumonia or fully developed tuberculosis could 
claim a life. For example, Joe Snake Person, a Blackfoot from Alberta, died of 
pneumonia after only a few weeks in training camp. Mike John Paul of Stuart Lake, 
British Columbia was discharged when he became ill. He subsequently died in an Indian 
hospital. Teddy Many Wounds, a Sarcee from Alberta, died of pulmonary pneumonia 
after serving overseas.60 

Since hundreds and perhaps thousands of Indians were unable to pass medical 
examinations, no figures cited to gauge their participation in the war are ever likely to 
reflect with any accuracy their widespread willingness to serve. Too many were fighting 
private wars with disease. 

While so many Aboriginal volunteers were failing medical examinations, many others 
were being excluded from the forces because of lack of education. Both the Air Force and 
the Navy required a grade 8 education, and although the Army could accept a lower level, 
it was difficult for recruits with little or no English to adapt quickly enough. 

Status Indians could understand and accept discharge based on health problems. Early in 
the war, however, some were told they were not needed even before medical 
examinations. The previous war had left a good deal of confusion about enlistment of 
Indians in the forces. Enough doubt about policy remained in 1939 to make some 
recruiting officers hesitate when Indian volunteers appeared. Indian agents also kept 
writing to the IAB in Ottawa asking whether the First World War policy exempting status 
Indians was still in force.61 

Many Indians who volunteered early in the war were distressed at being rejected. One of 
the best qualified among them, Tom Prince of the St. Peter's Reserve (later the 
Brokenhead Reserve), was turned down many times. In every respect he was well 
qualified: he had graduated from grade school, he had been a cadet, and he was an 
excellent marksman.62 Prince was finally accepted in 1940, and then began a remarkable 
career in the forces. 

Agent N.S. Todd of Kwakewlth described the experience of many west coast Indians: 

Indians are very loyal. At the outbreak of war many Indians tried to enlist in the naval 
Service, as they felt that as their whole life had been spent on the waters of the Pacific, 
they were best fitted to serve in this branch of the Service. A great many of them 
volunteered their services, spent considerable sums of money going to recruiting offices, 
only to be turned down. The reason given was that they could not accept an Indian in the 
Navy...63 

The Navy's reply to an enquiry on this issue from the mines and resources department, 
which had responsibility for Indian affairs, stated: "Although it is considered that there is 
much excellent material among the Indians on the B.C. coast, it is strongly recommended 
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that all Royal Navies should still maintain the strict rule that personnel must be of 'Pure 
European Descent and of the White Race'."64 

Canadian naval policy was based on British regulations. Clearly, the Navy's policy was 
not to be changed easily. The Navy designated one of its destroyer classes 'Tribal' and 
named each ship in that class after an Indian nation — the Athabasca, the Huron, the 
Nootka — but status Indian sailors were not welcome to sail them. This ban was not 
removed until February 1943.65 

Where health and education permitted, enlistment was high; Ontario Aboriginal 
communities generally fared better than average in health. As W.L. Falconer, MD, 
assistant superintendent of medical services, noted at Cape Croker (home of the 
Chippewa of Nawash), "a good index of the health of the band is that out of a total 
population of 471, there are about fifty of the men in the Army."66 By the end of the war, 
78 Cape Croker men were in uniform. Other Aboriginal communities in southern Ontario 
sent similarly large contingents to the forces. 

Not all Aboriginal men rushed to join up in the first year of the war. Some were too 
young, and those who waited often found that jobs were becoming more abundant and 
better paid than before the war. Across the country, they were finding nearly full 
employment under wartime conditions, often in essential industries. Some jobs paid well 
enough that military pay was no longer a great incentive to join up. 

Like the general population, however, Aboriginal men and women continued to 
volunteer. Few enlisted alone; going in with one or several friends or relatives was much 
more common. While young men sometimes joined on impulse, others joined only after 
long deliberation. One veteran of the Second World War reported that he was influenced 
by discussions among the elders of his band: 

Some of the elders at the reserve spoke a lot about the wars. One time, they were sitting 
in a circle telling stories about Adolph Hitler running over countries. The elders said he 
was ready to take England and that is where our King was. Hitler was so powerful and 
he'd been building arms for years. If he did take England, he'd be able to take Canada. If 
that did happen, I wondered what would happen to our treaty with the Queen. About 16 
of us from the reserve decided to go and stop Hitler. We wanted to have a part in winning 
the freedom of the world.67 

Indian enlistees were often following a tradition of military service begun by fathers or 
uncles in the First World War. "I had three uncles in the First World War and they felt the 
best thing for me to do was to join the Army. Prior to that, I had never been off the 
reserve," reported Ernie Crowe, of the Piapot Reserve in Saskatchewan.68 The military 
tradition was so strong in some families that all sons and even daughters joined the 
services. 

Just as some men enlisted only after long deliberation, others, after considering the pros 
and cons, chose not to enlist. Western status Indians particularly had many reasons to 
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remember the experiences of the First World War. Foremost among these was the 
widespread sale of Indian reserve lands, which should have been protected by the IAB, to 
supply the soldier settlement scheme with land for veterans. In addition, there was the 
rankling Indian Act prohibition on homesteading in the prairies and the north; both treaty 
and non-treaty Indian veterans were subject to this bar. Besides, many people in these 
communities could recall their limited access to veterans benefits through the IAB and 
veterans' difficulties obtaining location tickets on reserve land. 

Many western bands were also reluctant to see their members enlist because of the 
enfranchisements that took place during the First World War. Also, pressure had been 
brought to bear on Aboriginal veterans to enfranchise themselves and their families 
through the compulsory enfranchisement legislation of the 1920s. Suspicion among these 
Aboriginal people only increased when compulsory training was begun in 1940. 
Members of the Red Pheasant Band of Saskatchewan were sufficiently concerned to 
mount a protest to the National Selective Service Registrar, the agency that administered 
the regulations of the National Resource Mobilization Act (NRMA). Their protest had been 
preceded by others across the country,69 to the point that the IAB suspected that agitators 
were at work. The IAB had clearly missed the point: it was the experience of western 
bands following the First World War that gave rise to this response. 

Indian loyalty was sorely tried when the government implemented the NRMA. In 1939, 
Canada had entered the war with a minimal permanent military force. After Dunkirk, in 
May 1940, the only allied forces in Britain that were reasonably well equipped and intact 
were units of the Canadian First Division. It was now obvious that Canada could no 
longer participate on the basis of limited liability. The Canadian Second Division was 
sent to Britain earlier than planned, Parliament voted more money to sustain the war 
effort, and the cry went up for "complete mobilization of the manpower, financial, and 
industrial resources of the country".70 

The NRMA of 21 June 1940 provided for the call-up of all eligible men, following national 
registration, for a medical examination and a military training period. Service was to be 
in Canada only, whereas active duty overseas would continue to be strictly voluntary. 
This was Prime Minister Mackenzie King's "not necessarily conscription but conscription 
if necessary." 

Perhaps Indian leaders had anticipated the true potential of NRMA to force unwilling 
conscripts into longer service and overseas duty. As the war went on, the initial training 
period of 30 days was lengthened to four months. This compulsory service was very 
disruptive to men who worked in seasonal occupations like farming, fishing and 
lumbering — as many Indians did. Further, some of the newly trained men could be 
called upon to serve in Canada, in home defence or reserve units. Training and service in 
Canada were reasonable duties, at least for citizens; but all young men in uniform, 
including status Indians, were coming under greater pressure to sign on for active duty 
overseas. 
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By 1944, this had become "intense pressure", according to Major-General E.L.M. 
Burns.71 Thus, the NRMA was exposing recruits, including Indians, to the risk of being 
pressed into full combat duty. This risk was made a near certainty in November 1944, 
when the government of Canada, despite earlier assurances to the contrary, made the 
decision to send conscripts overseas. Conscripts who had refused to opt for active duty 
voluntarily, including men of all ethnic and racial origins, had been labelled 'zombies' by 
combat soldiers. Some of these 'zombies' were ordered overseas after the 1944 order in 
council, and 2,400 were posted to combat units.72 

Band councils and leaders had begun preparing their defence against the NRMA in 1940. 
They investigated historical precedents and the legal implications of their treaties with the 
Crown, while the defence department and the IAB tried to decide the applicability of the 
NRMA regulations to Indians. In the end, IAB director McGill was informed that all status 
Indians would have to register and would be subject to the call-up. 

Indian ingenuity and initiative in opposing the NRMA call-up and training took many 
forms. The simplest form of resistance to this new challenge was to avoid registering. 
Isolation aided this strategy, especially in the north and west. However, any man who 
wanted to take advantage of the availability of hundreds of new jobs had to be registered 
to qualify for work. 

Hunters, trappers, fishermen and migratory farm workers were often away for months at 
a time and received their notices to report for medical examinations long after the 
response dates. Some notices never reached individuals, while others were disregarded 
because of language or literacy problems. Other notices may have been ignored because, 
although deferrals were quite likely available, the process of obtaining them was too slow 
and cumbersome. The case of Stikine illustrates the situation facing many isolated sites: 
Agent R.H.S. Sampson informed IAB in 1944 that 30 men had received notices to report 
for medicals and many were quite willing, but "they cannot obtain a medical examination 
here."73 Doctors had never been readily accessible in isolated Indian communities, and 
with the war they were scarcer than ever. The Inuit population was not subject to the 
NRMA regulations at all.74 Isolation and the language barrier served effectively to exempt 
most Inuit from the armed forces — although many would become involved as civilians 
and would serve in the Rangers, a domestic defence force. 

As the war progressed, reserves and other communities were visited by recruiting 
officers. Some agents called meetings to guarantee the officers an audience; others 
trekked around the reserve with the officers, encouraging Indians to speak with them. 
Some agents pointed out the advantages of joining up, portraying military service as a 
well-paid job and a means of supporting a family. On more than one reserve, the 
combined effect of the appearance of an agent with armed recruiting officers conveyed 
the impression that men could be taken by force for military service. Not only 
individuals, but some entire communities resisted the compulsory call-up under the NRMA. 
Six Nations had a long history of claiming status as an allied nation rather than as a 
subject community — and an ally could not be conscripted but could join only by 
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volunteering. Six Nations men and women were in fact actively volunteering for military 
service in both Canada and the United States while the dispute went on. 

The Six Nations council directed the Indian superintendent, Major E.P. Randle, to convey 
their concerns to the IAB. It was pointed out that Six Nations people had served in the 
armed forces during the First World War 

...willingly enlisting of their own accord in numbers considering their population which 
will bear favourable comparison with the British Canadians... it is frequently impressed 
upon the Indian that he is considered a minor and a ward of the government and not given 
a vote, but now as compulsory military service is brought they have to accept full 
responsibility of citizenship.75 

Randle pursued his argument that the Six Nations council was not at all disloyal and that 
they had a just grievance against the NRMA call-up. Further, the council members were 
well aware of the 1918 order in council which, although a little late for the First World 
War, had exempted Indians from overseas service, and they felt it should still be in effect. 
They were anxious to proceed to Ottawa to lobby the government directly, as they had 
during the previous war. The superintendent general, McGill, stated bluntly, in January 
1941, that the order in council of 1918 was no longer in force. Following an inquiry from 
a member of Parliament, M.J. Coldwell, McGill explained that no treaty made any 
reference to military service and that, while it was true that Indians were not citizens, 
they did have certain privileges that other Canadians did not enjoy.76 

Many western bands felt that the treaties were not only significant but definitive, and that 
they included assurances that had never been written into the official texts. In the formal 
treaty-making context, marked by gift exchanges and the pipe ceremony, Indian 
signatories considered that the verbal promises were at least as binding as the written 
ones. In the process of completing Treaty 3 in October 1873, Commissioner Alexander 
Morris had stated: "The English never call the Indians out of their country to fight their 
battles." Nearly three years later, in August 1876, while attending treaty negotiations for 
Treaty 6, chiefs and councillors of the Cree asked Morris specifically about the question 
of military service. He replied: "In case of war you ask not to be compelled to fight. I 
trust there will be no war, but if it should occur I think the Queen would leave you to 
yourselves. I am sure she would not ask her Indian children to fight for her unless they 
wished...". At the September 7 meeting with the Cree, Morris again said, "...you will 
never be asked to fight against your will."77 

Just as the plains Indians of the 1870s wanted clarification of their liability for military 
service, so the Indian communities of the 1940s sought a firm statement on their own 
position. They believed that the treaties exempted them at the very least from overseas 
service, and since the government would not honour the 1918 order in council, they 
turned to lawyers, members of Parliament and cabinet ministers to appeal for a reversal 
of the 1940 decision. It was only in December 1944 that the cabinet relented, conceding 
that the treaty promises did have validity. Although all Indians were still liable for 
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military training and for service within Canada, members of Treaties 3, 6, 8 and 11 would 
be exempt from overseas service.78 

Impressions created by the attempts of status Indians to avoid compulsory military 
service should not be misconstrued. The IAB should have sought legal advice and did not, 
leaving the onus on Indian bands and individuals to obtain legal clarity about their rights. 
The lack of Canadian citizenship had been the basis of the 1918 order in council 
exemption and was a valid precedent. In many Aboriginal communities, virtually all 
eligible men enlisted, and indeed so many Indians tried so hard to get into the armed 
forces that their opposition was clearly to the principle of conscription, not to serving 
their country. The records of many men attest to this, and they were accompanied by a 
remarkable number of Aboriginal women who enlisted voluntarily, even though as 
women they could not have been called up. 

4.2 Community Support 

Once the war began, more status Indians were fully employed off-reserve than ever 
before. The growing freedom of movement under wartime conditions, as well as the 
many jobs now available in Canada and the United States, contributed to a new sense of 
independence and self-reliance. Just before the war, Indian agents had still been granting 
or denying permission for band members to leave their reserves; now, not only 
servicemen, but many other adults were coming and going freely, leaving agents 
uninformed and frustrated. Even during the war, political organizing continued. For 
example, John Tootoosis "maintained his duties as an organizer and a recruiter for the 
[Saskatchewan] League", while at the same time bombarding the IAB with questions about 
Indian military service and deferral.79 

In cases where Indians asserted their right to deferral it was usually approved. Nearly all 
applications for deferral among Indians along the B.C. coast were granted routinely. 
Almost overnight, Indians had become the majority of workers in the west coast fishing 
industry: after Pearl Harbour, Canadians of Japanese origin had been interned inland, 
their boats confiscated by the government. Fishing companies began actively wooing 
Indian fishermen. Additional employment in logging camps and in the construction of 
roads and airports meant that most coastal Indians were involved in strategic industries, 
and many were serving their country best where they were. Deferrals were also granted 
routinely on the prairies, as Aboriginal people were needed in grain growing and cattle 
ranching to help maintain vital production. 

By mid-war, Aboriginal communities were almost all short of manpower: men who were 
not in the armed forces were working in construction, fishing, logging, agriculture and 
war industries, and they were hard-pressed to continue the more traditional pursuits of 
farming, fishing, hunting and trapping to support their families. Even under such 
conditions, these communities found the will, time and energy to contribute to wartime 
charities. Some communities were quite poor, their physically fit, able-bodied members 
having just been taken off relief during the war.80 Others who were still on relief now 
refused to accept it, regarding that as their way of helping. Even some communities 
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forced to lease land for the war effort continued to be generous. For instance, in 1940, the 
Enoch Band of the Stony Plain Reserve, Alberta, and the Winterburn Band, also in 
Alberta, having received $400 from the government in rent for their lands, donated it to 
the country's war effort.81 

However, the IAB director ruled against any band donating money from its trust fund 
account, even if it was intended for war bonds or the Red Cross. One of the few 
exceptions was Six Nations, which was permitted to donate $1,000 annually to the Red 
Cross from its more substantial account. IAB secretary MacInnes defended the branch's 
position: "[It is] customary to charge relief supplies, road expenditures and certain 
salaries and pensions to this account... [it] might be overdrawn in the future."82 In 
addition, the government already had access to all trust fund accounts, and most of the 
money was already invested in the war effort.83 

Indian bands were not daunted by controls on their accounts, and most set out to raise 
money or goods to donate. Indian communities held dances, sales, exhibitions and 
rodeos; they collected scrap tires and iron. They made front-page news with pictures of 
colourful costumes and stories of their gift giving. At Sioux Lookout, the Caribou Lake 
Band volunteered a portion of its spring furs and offered to care for refugee children.84 
Mi'kmaq at Whycocomagh voted to send $2,000 for the relief of the "suffering children 
of Scotland."85 One of the most outstanding examples of Indian generosity came from Old 
Crow, Yukon. Old Crow Chief Moses walked from his home into Alaska, carrying the 
community's winter furs. After selling them, he walked back to the nearest RCMP post and 
handed over some $400 to be donated to the orphan children of London, England. The 
BBC and the government of Canada made much of this incident, sponsoring a broadcast by 
Indian soldiers in Britain. Before long, Old Crow had raised more money, this time for 
the Russian Relief Fund.86 Not content to rest on their laurels, the same band next 
contributed $330 the relief of Chinese victims of war.87 

Indian generosity benefited Wartime Savings Stamps, Victory Loan Bonds, Wings for 
Britain, the Spitfire Fund and a host of other charities. In a letter to J. Ralston, the 
minister of national defence, a number of Indian agents stated: "These contributions are 
unsolicited and are an indicator of the inherent loyalty of the Indian population and their 
desire to assist in the war effort, at what must be to them considerable personal 
sacrifice."88 

Indian women on reserves were contributing to the charitable donations of their 
communities — in addition to struggling to survive in the absence of so many men. 
Furthermore, many young women, especially those with education, were volunteering to 
serve in the armed forces. By war's end, many Métis women and at least 72 status Indian 
women had been in uniform. Among them were an Ojibwa woman, Joan Martin of 
Nipigon region, Ontario,89 a Métis woman, Marguerite St. Germain, of the Peace River 
region, Alberta, and a Mi'kmaq woman, Margaret Pictou, of Eel River, New Brunswick.90 
Women with enough education found the armed forces an opportunity for personal 
growth, while others with less education could still work in wartime industries. 
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While status Indians were enlisting and raising funds, more Indian reserve land was being 
taken for military use. Indian land that was leased, bought or appropriated was used for 
many purposes, including airfields, army training camps, internment camps, gunnery and 
bombing ranges, and coastal defence installations. This land was being taken with the 
compliance of the IAB — the very agency charged with protecting Indian land — and 
sometimes against the will of the community involved. Some of it has not been recovered 
to this day. 

By any measure, the participation of Aboriginal people in the country's war effort was 
significant. Aside from providing needed personnel for the armed forces and essential 
wartime industries, Aboriginal Canadians contributed through the use of their lands, 
which were leased or expropriated, as well as through generous donations to war funds 
and charities. 

4.3 Military Service 

Aboriginal servicemen were so fully integrated into the Canadian armed forces, 
particularly the Army, that official records seldom report on them separately. They served 
in the ranks and shared the same risks as their non-Aboriginal companions. 

In going off to war, status Indian servicemen left their reserves, their families and their 
Indian agents far behind. Many had never been so far from the control of the IAB or so 
closely involved with so many non-Aboriginal people before. For many Aboriginal men 
and women, life in the armed forces was a new world in which they were truly equal. For 
a few, it was a time of bewilderment and distress, shared by some non-Aboriginal recruits 
but made worse for Indians and Métis people if they spoke little English, had little 
education or feared discrimination by the non-Aboriginal majority. 

Many volunteers embraced military life wholeheartedly, excelling in their training and 
earning promotions to lead or train other personnel. Others who seemed unlikely soldiers 
received honourable discharges and returned home to work in essential war industries; a 
few went absent without leave. In many respects the experience of Aboriginal people in 
the armed forces was little different from that of non-Aboriginal personnel. 

Aboriginal servicemen and women came from hundreds of different communities, many 
of them small and remote from major population centres. Only communities in southern 
Ontario and the Maritimes were close to and in frequent contact with non-Aboriginal 
populations. Elsewhere, especially in the north and west, many communities and reserves 
were still very traditional. Few people had worked off-reserve or outside their 
communities, and most were accustomed to speaking only their Aboriginal languages. 

The distance between an Aboriginal community and an Army camp was enormous, in 
time and culture as well as miles. Since they constituted a racial minority within the 
military, most Indian and Métis people had to cope with additional stress. It is true that 
both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal servicemen had to adapt to the new experiences of 
training and, later, combat conditions. However, for some Aboriginal soldiers, identity as 
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a soldier often came to rival or even supplant a sense of being Indian, Inuit or Métis. The 
war years were a turning point for many who served their country, and life would never 
be quite the same again. Aboriginal veterans, like other veterans, will carry their 
memories of the war with them forever. Unlike them, however, they also carry a radically 
changed image of themselves and their place in Canadian society — a sense of being 
equal, of sharing the load, defending the country together with other Canadians, and 
being proud of the accomplishment. 

All Canadian recruits plunged immediately into basic training, and this was often 
followed by advanced training, and still more training — at first in Canada and then in 
Britain, while waiting to be sent into combat. By February 1940, 23,000 Canadian troops 
were in Britain, destined to remain in training because of the 'phoney war', the lull 
between the outbreak of war in September 1939 and its resumption in April 1940. After 
the Allied retreat from Dunkirk in May 1940, Canadian Army units were chosen for 
experimental attacks on Brittany and Dieppe, with disastrous results. Aboriginal soldiers 
were among those who died at Dieppe.91 

Although Aboriginal men had often signed up with friends, sometimes in groups, by the 
time they were through training they had often lost contact with these friends. Most 
Indian and Métis people quickly found new friends among comrades who shared the 
same training, mess, barracks and privations. These friendships were cemented even 
more firmly under combat conditions, where race was a minor or even negligible issue, 
and co-operation, endurance and survival were paramount. The infantry faced the most 
appalling conditions and suffered the highest casualty rates, and often only the demands 
of comradeship overcame the urge to flee the battlefield. As one observer put it, 

The soldier became increasingly bound up with his tiny fraternity of comrades who 
shared his suffering and they alone came to represent the real world. In the last analysis, 
the soldier fought for them and them alone, because they were his friends and because he 
defined himself only in the light of their respect and needs.92 

It was through this process that Aboriginal men came to identify themselves as Canadian 
soldiers. Battlefield equality redefined relationships among those who served together. 
Many Indian and Métis veterans attest to the depth of this transformation. For instance, 
Joe Cardinal of Hobbema, Alberta, related: "For years I believed I was no good, that I 
wasn't level with anybody else. Over there, on the battlefields, I learned I was just as 
good as anybody."93 An Alberta veteran, Charlie Roasting, expressed a similar sentiment, 
adding that "Today I can stand side by side with anybody, regardless of colour."94 
Saskatchewan veteran Gordon Ahenakew described this aspect of combat duty as 
follows: "That's when your buddy was your buddy no matter what colour you are."95 

Aboriginal veterans reported consistently that they did not experience discrimination in 
the armed forces. Strangers were constantly being thrown together, and bonds of 
friendship were formed very quickly. Transfers and volunteering for other units 
contributed to the wide dispersal of Aboriginal servicemen throughout the armed forces; 
partly as a result of this, cultural isolation was inescapable for many Aboriginal enlistees. 
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Don Morrison, an Ojibwa from the Kenora district of northern Ontario, described the 
loneliness he experienced while serving in Europe, even though he volunteered for and 
was generally content with military service: 

[M]any Indian volunteers from remote reserves in Canada found themselves alone in an 
alien culture, as well as fighting a war. It was lonely at times. The only time I met a guy I 
could talk to in my own language was somewhere in Belgium at a fork in the road. We 
were just happy to be alive. We talked a few minutes, said we hoped the Great Spirit was 
watching us get back home, then we shook hands and took off again in different 
directions.96 

For most Aboriginal servicemen, there was less discrimination in the armed forces than in 
civilian life. Some reported that after discharge they faced discrimination, often more 
than they remembered existing before the war. As veteran Clarence Silver said, "When I 
served overseas I was Canadian, when I came home, I was just an Indian."97 

Indian and Métis recruits were widely dispersed throughout military units and 
occupations. The forces seemed far more willing to place status Indians according to their 
choices and abilities than their Indian agents had been. Specialized training was needed 
for all enlisted men, and Aboriginal men volunteered for training and placement in 
virtually all facets of the war. This confirms reports by Aboriginal servicemen that there 
was no systemic discrimination in the armed forces. 

Many Métis, Six Nations and Tyendinaga status Indians served in the RCAF. Aboriginal 
men also served in diverse capacities in the Army: as infantry privates, as riflemen, 
gunners, machine-gunners, sappers, troopers, bombardiers, cooks, batmen, truck drivers, 
welders and technicians. They often gained promotions to non-commissioned ranks; 
many became sergeants and were employed in training other personnel, especially in the 
use of firearms. It was only their lack of education that excluded most Aboriginal 
servicemen from commissioned officer status. Lieutenant David Grey Eyes of 
Saskatchewan and Brigadier General O.M. Martin of Ontario, along with several Air 
Force pilot officers, were proof that there was no bar to promotion. Indian and Métis 
soldiers were still valued as snipers, messengers and reconnaissance patrol leaders, as in 
the First World War, but they were in no way limited to these assignments, as they had 
other skills as well. 

Evidence of aptitude or experience in certain fields often resulted in opportunities for 
advanced training for many Aboriginal as well as other servicemen. W.F. Wadsworth, a 
Kanai (Blood) Indian from Alberta, left school to join the forces, where he received 
advanced training in surveying. His brother, also in the armed forces, was trained in 
woodworking.98 

Tom Prince of Manitoba took advantage of every opportunity that came his way in the 
forces, and he excelled. Having started his overseas tour on guard duty with the Canadian 
First Corps Field Park Engineers, he quickly seized the chance for combat when 
volunteers were sought for paratroop training. Promoted to sergeant and returned to 
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Canada as part of the Canadian Parachute Battalion, Prince was among the select 
Canadians who were subsequently attached to the U.S. Special Forces, also known as the 
Devil's Brigade. Preparation for this unit included mountain training in Vermont, jungle 
training in Maryland and snow training in northern Canada. 

Prince's value to the military was enhanced by all the training he received. He had already 
drawn attention for his excellent marksmanship and his expertise in crossing open 
country. In addition, he was described as one whose "bearing was so impressive that 
other men forgot his colour and responded willingly to his leadership." Prince's quick 
thinking, initiative and bravery were also qualities that could not be taught. He was 
motivated by a very personal goal: "All my life I had wanted to do something to help my 
people recover their good name. I wanted to show they were as good as any white man."99 

Like Tom Prince, many Aboriginal servicemen received promotion to non-commissioned 
ranks because of their demonstrated abilities. In sharp contrast to their previous lives, 
many Aboriginal servicemen taught and led other men during the war years. 

Indian affairs statistics record 200 status Indians among the war dead. Historian F. Gaffen 
says the figure is 220.100 If casualty rates among Métis and non-status Indians were 
comparable, Aboriginal deaths during the Second World War reached 500. Many 
hundreds more were wounded, some severely. Aboriginal servicemen wounded during 
the war were entitled to, and for the most part received, the same quality of care given to 
soldiers from the general population — often for the first time in their lives. Many 
underwent treatment for wounds in field hospitals and then in British hospitals before 
being returned to Canada. 

War losses hit Aboriginal communities very hard. The men who never came back were 
among the young, strong, educated and healthy segment of the community — in many 
cases, a small number to begin with. The ranks of Aboriginal servicemen included many 
decorated heroes, some of whom never returned home. Private Huron E. Brant, Military 
Medal, of Tyendinaga, was killed on 14 October 1944. Corporal Welby Lloyd Patterson, 
Military Medal, of Six Nations, died on 14 April 1945. Corporal (Acting Sergeant) 
George Alexander Campion, Military Medal, of Tofield, Alberta, died on 23 May 1944.101 
These men, and others like them, demonstrated initiative, courage and leadership, 
qualities that would have greatly enhanced their communities in the post-war years. 

Tom Prince was among Canada's most highly decorated non-commissioned officers of 
his time. His exceptional service is especially significant because he set out to 
demonstrate that he and his people were the equals of any Canadians, and he worked 
extremely hard to excel. The citation for his Military Medal read, in part, "Sergeant 
Prince's courage and utter disregard for his own safety were an inspiration to his fellows 
and a marked credit to his unit." Prince was also later awarded the U.S. Silver Star while 
serving with the First Special Service Force in France. Part of that citation read: "The 
keen sense of responsibility and devotion to duty displayed by Sergeant Prince is in 
keeping with the highest traditions of the military service and reflects great credit upon 
himself and the armed forces of the Allied Nations."102 
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Tom Prince wanted his achievement to reflect glory upon his people, and he never failed 
to remind fellow soldiers that he was an Indian. He also talked about his home reserve for 
several minutes with King George VI while the king pinned on his military medal at 
Buckingham Palace.103 Prince was proud, too, to return home to his reserve with his 
medal collection on display. Two important goals that drove Tom Prince throughout the 
war years, and afterward, were to help his people regain pride in themselves and to gain 
the respect of all Canadians. Not content with battlefield equality, he strived to be more 
than equal, but not just for himself. 

4.4 Veterans Benefits 

Alienation of reserve lands 

By the middle of the war years, veterans and bureaucrats were already considering how 
more lands could be obtained for returning Canadian veterans. As early as 1943, H. 
Allen, Edmonton district superintendent, had corresponded with W.G. Murchison, 
director of soldier settlement, on the subject of securing Indian reserve lands: 

There is one department of which our minister Mr. Crerar is the head who do have 
surplus land on their hands from time to time, i.e. the Department of Indian Affairs.... 
[S]ome of these lands are the finest in the district in which they are situated. I particularly 
refer to Saddle Lake near St. Paul, Fairview and Berwyn in the Peace River district, the 
Blackfoot reserve near Gleichen, near Ponoka at Hobbema, and there are possibly 
others.104 

Indian land at Saddle Lake was also being eyed by members of the Royal Canadian 
Legion at St. Paul, who wrote to the IAB in 1944 urging that this good Indian land, 
guaranteed by treaty, be set aside for returning veterans. However, T.A. Crerar, minister 
of mines and resources and therefore responsible for the IAB, informed the St. Paul Legion 
that the Saddle Lake Indians had little enough land left, having surrendered 18,720 acres 
to the Soldier Settlement Board after the first war. Crerar therefore turned down that 
request, but the IAB did approve the surrender of 7,924 acres in the Fort St. John area, at a 
bargain price of less than $9 per acre.105 The land purchased in the west after the Second 
World War was pooled with land that still remained from major surrenders for First 
World War soldier settlement, to be made available once again to returning soldiers. 

There is considerable injustice in the fact that while Indian land was being coveted to 
settle returning Canadian veterans, Indian veterans were not even being accommodated in 
the drafting of a new Veterans' Land Act (VLA). The IAB sent out a circular on 3 March 
1945: "It is a matter of regret that no commitment of a positive nature can be made to 
Indian returned men at this time...". According to the acting director of Indian affairs, 
R.A. Hoey, if the Indian veteran chose to settle off the reserve, he would encounter little 
difficulty. Theoretically, "he would be in an identical position as any other returned 
soldier." 
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As was the case after the First World War, however, the greatest fear for status Indians 
was to be forced to enfranchise as a result of having settled off-reserve — which made 
Hoey's statement misleading, either wilfully or ingenuously. The promise of land was the 
most advantageous single benefit to the Aboriginal soldier and veteran, although two 
circumstances were working against him from the start: first, no provision was being 
made for reserve Indian veterans under the VLA. Second, early in the war the IAB had 
already inserted itself between the Indian soldier and the government departments 
responsible for soldiers' welfare. The experience of status Indian families with the 
dependants' allowance, which was normally provided directly by the defence department, 
set an ominous precedent for later administration of the VLA. 

The dependants' allowance 

Early in the war, many men were enlisting because of the financial benefit of service pay. 

An additional inducement was the special allowance offered to men with wives and 
children, the dependants' allowance. These payments were administered by the 
Dependants' Allowance Board (DAB) of the defence department, and they considerably 
augmented a soldier's pay. Status Indian men were reminded of this special benefit by 
recruiting officers and the Indian agents assisting them. 

In 1939, the dependants' allowance was outlined as follows: "$35.00 separation 
allowance to a wife, $12.00 each, first and second children, 15 days pay, $20.00 
minimum". However, Robertson, an IAB inspector, argued that this sum was "...a great 
deal more than they have ever received... a great deal more than they actually need", and 
he recommended "arrangements whereby the allowance to Indian dependants could be 
made payable to our department".106 

Although widely touted by recruiting officers and Indian agents as a tangible benefit, it 
seems the dependants' allowance was not a sure thing. As early as December 1939, IAB 

secretary T.R.L. MacInnes wrote: 

With reference to the enlistment of Indians in the Canadian Active Service Force, 
consideration is being given to having Dependants' Allowance and Assigned Pay of 
soldiers residing on reserves mailed in care of the Indian Agent... Some of the dependants 
could maintain themselves on an amount in some cases considerably less... agents could 
persuade them to leave a portion of their funds in an Agency Saving Account.107 

It was also decided that children of an enlisted status Indian would not be considered 
eligible for the allowance while attending a residential school. In addition, in 1942 the IAB 
advised all agents that dependants in sanatoriums or hospitals did not qualify for the 
allowance.108 

The DAB was initially reluctant to alter its policy to suit the IAB: "We have no authority to 
actually pay the money to other than dependants of the soldier."109 Some agents wrote to 
the DAB directly, insisting that cheques be sent through them; one even directed that the 
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cheque for some soldiers' wives be made payable to him.110 Agents already had power 
over the entire process of obtaining the allowance, since decisions about who was eligible 
depended on agents supplying DAB with information on the merits of each case. 

In several cases problems were said to have resulted from paying dependants' allowance 
and assigned pay to soldiers' wives on reserves. Some IAB administrators claimed: "Indian 
women are the prey of all kinds of crooks and deadbeats... they are also preyed upon by 
other Indians who find their homes good places to get free meals." Further, some women 
were being followed about by the "the scum of the land."111 An example was given by 
agent R.L. MacCutcheon of Fredericton: used car dealers were going onto the reserves 
without his permission and trying to sell "some old useless car" to women whose 
husbands were overseas.112 In response, the defence department suggested "...that in the 
case where an allowance is claimed for either an Indian or a half-breed the Board might 
be justified in cutting the amount because it certainly would be putting these folks in a 
class by themselves...".113 

The DAB proceeded to make reductions, arbitrarily reducing by half the dependants' 
allowance paid to wives of Indians living on reserves. Not only Indian wives but many 
responsible agents reacted angrily. Agent J.P.B. Ostrander wrote to the IAB secretary, 
T.R.L. MacInnes: "I certainly do not think that we have any right to say that the 
allowance of an Indian woman should be any less than that of a white woman 
dependant... [To give an Indian woman less is] contrary to the principles for which this 
war is being fought...".114 

Superintendent M. Christianson in Regina also reacted strongly to this development: 
"Why was this not told to the Indian soldiers at the time of enlistment?" He also argued 
that Indian children should be classed as dependants while on holiday from residential 
schools and that Indian women's expenses should be considered comparable to those of 
non-Aboriginal women in small towns or on farms. Christianson disagreed with the 
negative things being said about Indian women by agents, maintaining that "...most of the 
time, and particularly where we have good agents, the women make very good use of 
their money. For instance, many of them are improving their homes, buying War Savings 
Certificates or funding their money with the department...".115 

The DAB reversed its stance, but only on condition that Indian women agree to invest part 
of their money. Indian agents were expected to ensure that recipients of the allowance set 
aside money at a rate that depended on the number of children claimed. However, the DAB 

soon objected to the agents' methods: 

This Branch [the IAB] has been advised by the DAB that in some instances Dependants' 
Allowances in administration by Indian Agents have not been passed through the Indian 
Agency Trust Account. It is also pointed out that in some cases cheques sent in care of 
the Indian Agent, instead of being handed over to the dependants have been withheld in 
part without being accounted for as Trust Funds.116 
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When the war was approaching its third year, the IAB devised procedures for 
administering the allowance, and they included the suggestion that agents document 
every instance and be prepared for "government audit". There were some responsible 
agents, but others were quick to take advantage of the situation. There is little doubt that 
some funds vanished, whether through bad administration or fraud. 

Increasing the power of Indian agents 

It is also clear that the pattern would continue. It was decided that the IAB, on behalf of the 
department of veterans affairs (DVA), would administer all benefits owing to Aboriginal 
soldiers returning as veterans to live on reserves. This repeated the experience after the 
First World War, when Indian affairs assumed responsibilities for status Indians that 
would otherwise have belonged to the department of soldiers' civil re-establishment. This 
measure led to a new set of injustices for Canada's Aboriginal veterans. 

For one thing, it enhanced Indian agents' control to a level that would be unthinkable 
today. Benefit applications were the responsibility of local agents, many of whom could 
not shake off their pre-war attitudes toward Indians as inept wards. These agents 
consistently undervalued Indian capacities, scorned their ideas, and failed to interpret 
benefit plans to their advantage. Indian agents became the key intermediaries for all 
status Indians who wanted to obtain benefits. 

The benefit plans for veterans were complex, with several mutually exclusive elements. 
Agents were relied on to interpret the criteria that had to be satisfied and were responsible 
for filling out and endorsing applications. All knowledge of possible benefits usually 
came through the agent — who also assessed a veteran's eligibility for any benefit. 

Indian veterans had no access to veterans affairs administrators, as we have seen, since 
IAB personnel had taken over their responsibilities. In addition, Aboriginal veterans 
seldom had access to Royal Canadian Legion branches and newsletters. These were very 
helpful to most other veterans, informing them about the benefits available and helping 
them find out how to obtain them. In addition, they provided a useful means for 
discussing and comparing experiences on the subject. However, status Indians were 
usually barred from participation in the Legion, because Legions served liquor, and 
Aboriginal men subject to the Indian Act could not attend functions where liquor was 
served. Exclusion of Indian veterans from Legions was extremely discriminatory, 
considering they had fought, been wounded and died alongside their non-Aboriginal 
comrades. But the Indian Act was inflexible on the issue of access to liquor. In only a few 
locations, such as Tyendinaga, did status Indians enjoy Legion membership. This 
exclusion served not only to separate Indian veterans from their wartime companions, but 
also jeopardized their receipt of veterans benefits. 

4.5 The VETERANS' LAND ACT 

While the Veterans' Land Act was the most important benefit for veterans, IAB director H. 
McGill was sceptical about its applicability to reserve conditions. In mid-war he wrote: 
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"It might be advisable to encourage Indians discharged from the army to become 
enfranchised."117 

Early on, many Indians in western Canada had expressed scepticism about how veterans 
benefits would be adapted for them. D.M. MacKay, the Indian commissioner for British 
Columbia, wrote in 1944 that "for some time in the past the Indians on the coast when 
urged to enlist have insisted that they will not receive the same treatment as white 
persons when discharged from the Army...". Commissioner Mackay and M. Christianson, 
the general superintendent of Indian agencies at Regina, asked the IAB what provisions 
were being made for Indians on reserves. Other IAB officials were also concerned about 
the lack of provision for Indian veterans as late as 1944.118 

The preamble to the original Veterans' Land Act included the rationale that agriculture 
was a good means to rehabilitate veterans, that part-time farming coupled with 
employment was "an increasingly important aspect of rural and semi-rural life in 
Canada", and that it was in the public interest to help veterans become owners of "farm 
homes", since most veterans had few assets.119 The act went on to offer agricultural 
training and the opportunity for veterans to purchase, from the VLA, "land and 
improvements there-on, building materials, livestock and farm equipment up to a total 
cost to the Director of six thousand dollars." The veteran had to pay the first 10 per cent 
of the cost of the property, plus any amount in excess of $6,000. Of the $6,000 loan, 
$2,320 was forgivable, and the balance was payable over 25 years at the low interest rate 
of 3.5 per cent per year. The VLA plan was adapted for commercial fishing on a similar 
basis. Title to all property remained in the hands of the director of the VLA until the loan 
was paid off, although the director had the authority to transfer title to livestock or farm 
equipment if he deemed it advisable. 

The VLA altered for veterans living on-reserve 

In 1942 the VLA was revised to make adjustments for Indian veterans living on reserves. 
Ian Mackenzie, the minister responsible for the DVA, tabled a bill in the House of 
Commons to confirm the various orders in council amending the VLA already in place 
under the War Measures Act. 

The veterans affairs committee explained to Parliament that a special amendment would 
be necessary to allow settlement "on provincial crown lands, upon Indian lands, and upon 
land within national parks or otherwise vested in the crown in right of the dominion."120 
Since Crown land could not act as security for loans, it was decided that no loan could be 
awarded to Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal veterans who settled on those lands; instead, 
they would get a direct grant of $2,320 applicable to farming, fishing, forestry or 
trapping. The measure was praised for allowing veterans from frontier regions to return 
home and still receive VLA support. 

The departments of veterans affairs and mines and resources agreed that this provision 
would, likewise, be appropriate for Indians on reserves. As for Parliament, records of 
House of Commons debates show that the intention of elected members was to make 
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adequate provision for Canada's Indian veterans: "...for the purpose of ensuring that 
members of our Indian bands, who have served nobly in the war, shall not be denied 
assistance in settlement upon lands within Indian reserves." It was the departments that 
advanced the argument that a new revision was needed, since "titles to Indian Reserve 
lands may not be alienated or hypothecated", making the act, as it stood, inapplicable to 
Indians on reserves.121 The provision for status Indians on reserves (section 35A), read as 
follows: 

1. The Director [of the VLA] may grant an amount not exceeding two thousand three 
hundred and twenty dollars to an Indian veteran who settles on Indian Reserve lands, the 
said grant to be paid to the Minister of Mines and Resources who shall have the control 
and management thereof on behalf of the Indian veteran.  

2. A grant made pursuant to subsection one of this section shall be disbursed by the 
Minister of Mines and Resources on behalf of the Indian veteran only for one or more of 
the following purposes: 

(a) the purchase of essential building materials and other costs of construction;   

(b) the clearing and other preparation of land for cultivation;   

(c) the purchase of essential farm livestock and machinery;   

(d) the purchase of machinery or equipment essential to forestry;   

(e) the purchase of commercial fishing equipment;   

(f) the purchase of trapping or fur farming equipment but not breeding stock; 

(g) the purchase of essential household equipment;   

(h) the acquisition of occupational rights to lands, vacant or improved, located within the 
boundaries of any Indian reserve.   

3. An Indian veteran on whose behalf a grant has been made under this section shall not 
be entitled to enter into a contract with the Director under section nine or section thirteen 
of this Act, and an Indian veteran who has entered into a contract with the Director under 
section nine or section thirteen of this Act shall not be eligible for a grant under this 
section.122 

These new stipulations meant that, unlike other veterans, Indian veterans returning to 
reserves could not use the VLA to purchase land. In addition, they were not eligible for the 
$6,000 loan with the forgivable portion that amounted to a maximum of $2,320. The 
effect of section 35(A) was that, irrespective of the regulations in the original VLA, Indian 
veterans on reserves had to submit their applications for the VLA grant to an IAB agent. 
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Furthermore, before that grant could be approved, the director of the VLA had to receive 
the following additional documents from the Indian agent: 

1. a certificate respecting the military service eligibility of the Indian applicant;   

2. a certificate that the applicant is qualified to engage in the occupation he proposes to 
follow;   

3. a certificate that the land to be used or occupied by the Indian veteran is suitable for 
such use or occupation; 

4. a recommendation as to the amount of the grant which should be approved and the 
several purposes for which such grant should be expended.123 

Aside from introducing new conditions, these special amendments effectively gave the 
local Indian agent control over Indian veterans' access to the VLA grant if they lived on-
reserve. 

Criticism of the amended vla 

Critics called this revised VLA discriminatory. The IAB defended it by responding that "an 
Indian veteran could settle, without the need for enfranchisement, outside the reserve, and 
do so under the same conditions as any other veteran."124 However, few Second World 
War Indian veterans would trust this assurance — given the IAB's record of trying to force 
enfranchisement on Indians, especially through the compulsory enfranchisement 
amendments to the Indian Act in the 1920s. 

For all Indian veterans returning to a reserve, this revised VLA eliminated the loan of 
$6,000 and replaced it with a grant of $2,320. This was not an equivalent benefit. The IAB 

claimed that the loss of the loan was balanced by the "more favourable conditions" that 
existed on reserves. However, other veterans who got the $6,000 loan had the benefit of 
the forgivable 24 per cent of that total, up to a maximum of $2,320, and, as we saw, they 
could repay the remainder at the favourable interest rate of 3.5 per cent.125 In addition, 
veterans who paid off the initial loan were eligible for further loans from the DVA126 — to 
say nothing of having acquired collateral as security for commercial loans. Since reserve 
Indians could not satisfy the requirement for further DVA loans, they were ineligible for 
them; and since the VLA was not helping them establish a credit record, unlike non-Indian 
veterans, they could not count on securing further commercial loans. Cabinet itself noted, 
in making its revisions in April 1945, that, as Indian land could not be "alienated or 
hypothecated" — that is, neither repossessed nor mortgaged — those living on it had no 
collateral to guarantee any loans. 

In fact, the VLA loan was the key benefit lost to Indian veterans, and the IAB could have 
done something about it. It could have acted in the best interests of on-reserve veterans 
and guaranteed their VLA loans. Alternatively, since it controlled the trust fund accounts in 
the hands of most band councils, the IAB could have arranged for these bands to guarantee 
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the loans for their own veterans. Taken together with its assurances that Indians could 
obtain full benefits by settling off-reserve and with earlier suggestions that veterans 
should be persuaded to enfranchise, this absence of flexibility and imagination on the part 
of the IAB clearly indicates its lack of will to serve veterans on-reserve. 

The loan provisions of the Veterans' Land Act were not the only benefits placed out of 
reach for Indian veterans. They were also denied access to the small business loans 
available to other veterans, which would not have occurred had the IAB applied some 
imaginative planning. Referring to Indian veterans "who had served as mechanics or 
drivers in the Canadian Army" and who wanted to set up in similar enterprises after the 
war, the Saskatchewan Indian veterans report concludes that: "The files show that 
invariably these veterans were not told of the small business loans available, but were 
turned down under VLA agricultural provisions under the rule that 'motor trucks' were not 
a permissible item for purchase."127 

The IAB had to respond to a barrage of criticism about how provisions had been altered to 
the detriment of Indian veterans on reserves. It went to great lengths to explain to its 
agents not only how to administer veterans benefits, but how to account for the 
differences: 

It might also be pointed out that since the Indian settling on an Indian reserve has no 
taxes to pay and no repayment to make, his entire income, after deducting living 
expenses, may be applied to improvement of his property. 

An Indian settling on an Indian reserve also enjoys other advantages not available to a 
Veteran, white or Indian, locating outside an Indian reserve. Some of these are: 

• The advice and assistance of the Indian Agent and Farming Instructor.  

• The use of Departmental or Band equipment and facilities.128 

Status Indian veterans felt there was scant privilege in their presumed on-reserve 
'advantages'. Several aspects of the VLA concerned them. The privilege of sharing the 
community horse and plough would be of little advantage when veterans needed tractors 
and other modern tools to compete in commercial agriculture. Also, as we saw, fear of 
enfranchisement remained high, so settling off-reserve seemed risky. Some individuals 
were having trouble obtaining location tickets for parcels of land in their home reserves; 
without a confirmed ticket, they could not obtain any part of the revised VLA grant. Of 
course, a location ticket had far less value than a deed. Legal acquisition of Crown or 
public lands cannot be equated with mere permission to occupy a portion of land in 
which one already has a share as a band member. Ownership of land would guarantee the 
veteran property to sell when he chose to retire. As John Tootoosis said, "We lost a lot of 
Indian boys for you in two World Wars, and the ones who came back were just given a 
piece of land that was already theirs before they left."129 

Abuses of Indian agents' power 
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The IAB's alterations in the VLA gave Indian agents full discretionary power over whether 
an Indian veteran was even considered for a grant. As we saw, on-reserve Indian veterans 
needed to obtain from the agent the three additional certificates required by the amended 
VLA (attesting to the applicant's eligibility and qualifications and to the suitability of the 
land for its stated purpose), as well as the IAB agent's written recommendation as to the 
amount of money needed and the list of items for which that recommended amount might 
be disbursed. The IAB produced a steady stream of instructions over the next few years to 
guide agents in implementing the relevant regulations. There were many cases that raised 
doubts about the fairness of agents' judgements and even about their familiarity with the 
various benefits available. 

Opposition in some bands to the allocation of land to veterans by location ticket gave one 
Indian agent an excuse to hold up benefits in his district.130 He was later reprimanded by 
Inspector Ostrander for ignoring three letters in as many months from the VLA 
administration regarding one Indian veteran's application. As Ostrander commented, 
"This could not be considered cooperation on our part, when, at our request, the 
Department of Veterans Affairs have withheld all applications for Re-establishment 
Credit until they receive the approval and recommendation of the Indian Agent."131 

In short, two main obstacles stood in the way of access to veterans benefits for Indian 
people living on-reserve: first, the policy that surrendered control of all veterans benefits 
for status Indians to the IAB; and second, the policy that all but made Indian agents the 
advocates as well as the judges of every application's merits — which in turn gave rise to 
arbitrary and inefficient practices. 

Arbitrariness and inefficiency often had profound ramifications, since an agent's 
behaviour could have long-term consequences. For instance, veterans who did not receive 
a grant or loan to start farming or a small business soon had to look for regular 
employment. Work was increasingly scarce after the war, and some Aboriginal veterans 
reported racial discrimination in hiring practices. Many could get work only by being 
willing to relocate, with the result that some veterans ended up working in the United 
States. 

Even when a veteran's VLA application was accepted, he had to go through a lengthy and 
demeaning process before actually obtaining the funds. The VLA grant was paid to the 
department of mines and resources, which held the money in trust for the veteran. 
Besides occasioning endless delays for the veteran, the voucher, receipt and payment 
system took up a great deal of time for both agents and office personnel. It also created 
opportunities for fraud — another obstacle between veterans and their benefits. The IAB 
reserved ownership of all materials and chattels purchased under the VLA grant for a 
period of 10 years; after this period of 'supervision', title passed to the Indian veteran. 

Many Métis and non-status Indian veterans also had great difficulty obtaining veterans 
benefits, often because no one had bothered to inform them about their options.132 Many 
had come from remote northern communities with limited communications facilities and 
no DVA 
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branches or Legions. Language was sometimes a problem, and the bureaucracy was often 
just too difficult to cope with. Some prospective applicants faced yet another problem — 
there was sometimes no land considered suitable for agriculture. Some Métis veterans 
were settled on Crown lands and received the $2,320 grant instead of the $6,000 loan 
available to most veterans. The reason for not getting the VLA loan was not made clear 
and, in many cases, it became a source of resentment.133 

For Métis veterans in the agricultural southern prairies, benefits were more accessible, 
although they still needed to be very determined in the face of the grudging attitude of the 
bureaucracy. Problems were widespread and varied. One non-status Indian veteran, 
Kenneth Edward Harris, a Gitksan from British Columbia, reported hardship in pursuing 
his career as a commercial fisherman after the war, even though the manager of a cannery 
offered to build him a new gill net vessel if he could obtain a VLA loan. He was 
bureaucratically referred back and forth between DVA and IAB as he attempted to prove 
that he was eligible as a non-status Indian. "I was back and forth like a puck in a hockey 
game."134 Failure to get the loan meant he could not finance his re-entry to the fishery, 
even though he was experienced and able. He saw his difficulties in obtaining benefits as 
a lack of respect for the sacrifices he had made in going to war for his country. 

The enfranchisement route to veterans' benefits 

Some status Indian veterans were susceptible to suggestions that they should enfranchise, 
very likely because of their frustration with the Indian agent intermediaries, the inequity 
in benefits available through the act and its amended version, and the seemingly endless 
wait for benefits to be awarded. Many were being advised by agents that enfranchisement 
was the secret to getting all the veterans benefits quickly. There are no precise figures 
identifying those who enfranchised in hopes of expediting the receipt of benefits or 
getting the level of benefits to which non-Aboriginal veterans were entitled, as the only 
available statistics include many other people who enfranchised in the same period. 
However, a pattern can be discerned: there was a significant increase in enfranchisements 
in the years 1944 to 1950, from a low of 45 in 1942-43 to a high of 447 in 1948-49, and 
this increase surely includes many Second World War veterans.135 

The portrayal of enfranchisement as the easy solution was misleading to Indian veterans. 
Although loans would technically become available, a man without a home or 
community, isolated from family, and often without a job, was a poor credit risk. In 
addition, the grant that the veteran might have received on the reserve was, of course, no 
longer an option. He might get 'awaiting returns' if he started a business;136 also, he was 
certainly eligible for a re-establishment grant if he could demonstrate that he had a viable 
idea for a new start. However, the odds were against newly enfranchised veterans. Most 
Indians stayed on their reserves and accepted lower veterans benefits, although not 
without protest. 

5. The Post-War Years 
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The issues surrounding benefits, among other problems, brought Indian veterans 
returning from the Second World War face to face with an old enemy: the IAB's wardship 
approach. Most had experienced equality overseas, they had seen how the outside world 
was run, and many had gained new status as warriors. These veterans would form a new 
leadership class that would challenge not just the IAB but the older tribal leaders. Veterans 
became agents for change on their home reserves and on the national scene. 

Indian veterans were welcomed back wholeheartedly to their own communities. 
Receptions and feasts were organized to honour the returning men, as well as the older 
First World War veterans. They were given an opportunity to recount their experiences, 
the close calls they had survived, and the places they had seen. As happened with other 
veterans, many could not yet talk about the real horrors of war, or the friends and brothers 
they had lost. Some avoided the spotlight of public recognition or were wounded so badly 
that they did not return for months or years after the war. Others revelled in the attention, 
however, and quickly moved into the public eye on the political scene as well. 

Aboriginal politics had been far from dormant during the war years. The war had acted as 
a catalyst. Some of the Indian leaders during the war years were First World War 
veterans, and they were joined by the new veterans of the recent war. Together, they 
formed "a cadre of war veterans...who were warriors and brought the discipline and 
determination of that service home for the service of their communities."137 

Although Indian veterans may have been well respected in their own communities, 
outside the reserve they were often not treated as equals, denied employment and refused 
permission to join fellow veterans at the Legion. This was often a bitter disappointment. 
One such veteran reported "I could not understand why it was so embarrassing to come 
home... my people looked up to me as a veteran and then saw me being treated like 
dirt."138 

During and immediately after the war there was tremendous growth in Indian political 
activity, resulting in the formation of many new or reorganized associations. The Union 
of Saskatchewan Indians, established in 1946, built upon the foundation of the pre-war 
League of Indians in Western Canada. Important organizations elsewhere included the 
Indian Association of Alberta, formed in 1939, the Union of Ontario Indians, established 
in 1946, and the Indian Association of Manitoba; there was even a 1946 attempt at a 
nation-wide Indian organization, the North American Indian Brotherhood. All three 
prairie associations owed much to the League of Indians of Western Canada, which had 
been formed in the 1920s.139 

Among Second World War Indian veterans who achieved some prominence on the 
political scene were Walter Deiter of Peepeekisis, Saskatchewan, Omer Peters of 
Moravian on the Thames, Ontario, and Tom Prince of Brokenhead, Manitoba. 

The life of Tom Prince exemplifies the many frustrations and struggles facing returning 
veterans. Prince had always asserted that he was in the war to prove to the world that his 
people were just as good as any others and fully deserving of equality. By the time of the 
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hearings of the joint Senate and House of Commons committee in 1946-47, at which he 
gave lengthy testimony, Tom Prince was representing his own band (as chief, according 
to the proceedings of the hearings), as well as the Indian Association of Manitoba. The 
committee was extremely impressed with Prince, although he sometimes took positions 
his own band council disagreed with — such as his emphasis on raising agricultural 
production aggressively on the reserve and working toward elimination of the Indian 
Act.140 

Prince became increasingly frustrated with his inability to bring about change in the 
immediate post-war years, and when the Korean War broke out he quickly re-enlisted. 
However, an injury and aggravated leg problems incurred during the Second World War 
saw Tom Prince return home to Canada before the end of the Korean conflict. Still in 
uniform, he was assigned a secure job as a sergeant instructing new recruits, although he 
missed combat, where he had excelled. Because of his arthritic knee, Prince was 
discharged from the armed forces in 1953. On 25 November 1977, he died in poverty at 
the age of 62. He was honoured by the Princess Patricia Canadian Light Infantry at his 
burial service. 

Prince's heroic efforts during the wars did not achieve his goal of seeing his people 
become true equals in Canada. The National Indian Brotherhood (now the Assembly of 
First Nations) recognized his efforts, as well as those of Walter Deiter and Omer Peters, 
among others, paying tribute to these veterans through the establishment of the Heroes of 
Our Time Native Scholarship series. The Assembly of First Nations administers this 
important fund today, linking Indian veteran political leaders with the present generation. 

5.1 The Parliamentary Hearings of 1946-47 

Tom Prince was typical of the many Indian veterans who became actively involved in 
hearings on the Indian Act held by a joint committee of the Senate and the House of 
Commons in 1946-47. The hearings resulted, to a considerable extent, from efforts by 
Canada's Indians during the war. Many non-Aboriginal veterans had become friends with 
Indians and had learned something about conditions on reserves. Public interest had been 
stimulated through the greater visibility of Indian and Métis people during the war, in 
agriculture and industry as well as in the armed forces. The media had raised the profile 
of Indians through many articles about their part in the war, and several members of 
Parliament had become interested and concerned about inequities confronting Indian and 
Métis people in their own constituencies, both during and after the war. Some of these 
MPs sat with the joint committee during the hearings, and they were among the most able 
and informed critics of the IAB officials who testified. 

The proceedings of the joint committee reveal the concern of Indian veterans and non-
veterans alike about the blatant inequalities in services to Indian veterans. Indian leaders 
who had become politicized during the war were now prepared to take full advantage of 
this opportunity to air their grievances. Ironically, the opportunity very nearly eluded 
them: the committee spent a lot of time listening to ministers, teachers and IAB officials 
and had to be persuaded by Indian leaders that their testimony was vital. Although the 
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testimony of Indian organizations and individuals emphasized the need for action on 
some very old grievances, most had to do with the problems experienced by Indian 
veterans. 

Some of the strongest concerns about veterans were voiced by the Union of 
Saskatchewan Indians, which maintained that 

Indian veterans should be accorded the same benefits as other Canadian veterans. 

Thousands of Indians volunteered in two world wars, fought and many of them died. 
[They] should enjoy equal benefits under the provisions of The Veterans' Land Act... 

Indian veterans desiring to farm lands outside the reserve under the provisions of The 
Veterans' Land Act should enjoy equal rights with white men without loss of treaty 
rights.141 

The Union of Saskatchewan Indians wanted the repeal of section 88 of the Indian Act, 
which had allowed "the Superintendent General [of the IAB] to acquire Indian reserve 
lands for purposes of the settlement of soldiers under the Soldier Settlement Act, without 
the consent of the band in possession of such lands."142 

Virtually every delegation from an Indian organization or community, whether large or 
small, made its point about the contributions and rights of Indian veterans. The 
Wikwemikong Band Veterans Association of Manitoulin Island, Ontario, the North 
American Indian Brotherhood, and the Six Nations Elected Council were among the 
many delegations. As for B.C. Indian veterans, Colonel Douglas S. Harkness, MP for 
Calgary East, asked whether they had "experienced any difficulty in getting the $2,300 
grant for the purpose of going into the fishing business or building homes on the reserve". 
Guy Williams of the Native Brotherhood of British Columbia responded, "I do not know 
[of] a single case of the $2,300 being obtained and I have been the business agent of the 
native brotherhood for three years. Some of the boys have come to me and I can do 
nothing for them so I send them to the commissioner [McKay] or to the Indian agent." An 
Indian affairs representative, Colonel Neary, added that he did know of one man from 
Cowichan who had obtained $2,300 for nets and a fishing boat.143 

Among the injustices the joint committee heard about was the government's response to 
the urgent need for land for air bases and army training grounds during the war. In many 
regions of the country, it had turned to Indian reserves for a quick solution. Land was 
often leased, and sometimes it was purchased. In the following case, however, reported to 
the special joint committee by Chief Frank Bressette of the Kettle Point Band, the land 
was expropriated outright: 

While they [young men] yet shouldered arms and fought on the bloody battlefields of 
Europe for freedom for liberty for the belief that "right makes might" they learned that 
our little Reservation was lost not to the enemy but to our great White Father. 
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Two of our lads paid the supreme sacrifice. ...We the people of Kettle and Stony Point 
Band of Indians demand that our former Reservation which is now Camp Ipperwash be 
restored to us, pay us the rent which is due to us along with damages for same.144 

The appropriation of the Stony Point reserve took place in 1941-42 in southern Ontario. 

The term 'land given up', which became part of the parlance of the IAB at the time, 
obscures the amount of negotiating and the pressure to comply that characterized land 
surrenders for military use. In many cases, even a lease was opposed by the band council 
involved. At Six Nations, for instance, there was a great deal of opposition to the lease of 
land for a practice bombing ground. The entire Stony Point reserve of 1,034 hectares 
(2,555 acres) was appropriated when the band and negotiators were unable to agree to the 
terms of the lease.145 

The committee members made many perceptive comments and offered useful 
suggestions concerning resettlement of Indian veterans, but IAB representatives showed no 
inclination to make significant changes to benefit veterans and often appeared defensive 
and inflexible. In one case, John R. MacNichol, the MP for Davenport, asked IAB director 
R.A. Hoey what provisions were being made for the returning veterans of the Blood 
Reserve. He suggested that the department install pumping and transmission facilities on 
the St. Mary's River, which ran through the reserve and was being dammed. Mr. 
MacNichol hoped this would enable the Indian veterans to make a start in irrigation 
agriculture, like neighbouring non-Aboriginal farmers; he cited an example in the United 
States where Indian veterans were being granted 80 acres of irrigable land. Director 
Hoey's reply was terse: there were no plans for Blood Reserve veterans.146 Neither was 
there a positive response to many other situations raised by committee members. 

To all appearances, the IAB was an immovable object; all the concern, even the 
indignation of committee members, had little impact. Their humanitarian impulses seem 
to have been lost in the sheer volume of testimony and subsequent recommendations 
about revising the Indian Act. No immediate concrete action resulted from this 
opportunity to expose inequities in the administration of benefits to Indian veterans. 

5.2 The Korean War 

While the Aboriginal veterans of the Second World War were still struggling to secure 
veterans benefits, a new conflict erupted. North Korea invaded the south in June 1950, 
and the response of the United Nations was to call on several member nations to 
contribute troops to a United Nations Special Force. In Canada, the Princess Patricia 
Canadian Light Infantry was designated, and volunteers were trained and equipped for 
this new theatre of war. Among the 26,000 Canadians who eventually served in Korea 
there were many Aboriginal servicemen, mostly in the Army and the Navy. Like their 
non-Aboriginal counterparts, the Aboriginal men who came forward included Second 
World War veterans, career military personnel and fresh recruits. As we saw, Tom Prince 
was among them. A career naval officer, Petty Officer (later Chief Petty Officer) G.E. 
'Ted' Jamieson, of Cayuga and Mohawk origin, sailed for Korea on HMCS Iroquois; and 
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Claude Petit, a Métis man from Saskatchewan who was too young for the Second World 
War, was also quick to enlist for Korea. 

To many Korean veterans, this war became a forgotten one, far overshadowed in the 
historical record by the two world wars. It was not until the eve of Remembrance Day 
1991 that the government of Canada honoured veterans of the Korean conflict with the 
Canadian Volunteer Service Medal for Korea at a special Parliament Hill ceremony. 
Much like the Aboriginal veterans who fought in both world wars, those who fought in 
Korea believe that benefits have been limited unfairly. Many of them are now actively 
helping older Second World War veterans to seek benefits long overdue to them. 

Before 1981, neither local nor provincial Indian veterans' associations were getting 
satisfactory replies from the government about inequities and mismanagement of veterans 
benefits. To increase their impact, veterans from across the country established a national 
association, the National Indian Veterans Association (NIVA) on 7 April 1981. Its first 
national convention was organized in 1986. 

NIVA compiled a report based on data collected from individual Indian veterans across the 
country. Entitled Report Based on Profiles of Native Veterans and Survivors Relating to 
Independent Living For People With Disabilities, the report highlighted many individual 
grievances and problems ranging from imprisonment over NRMA call-up, through VLA 

shortfalls, to denial of health and pension benefits and related fraud. The study revealed 
that injustices against Aboriginal veterans were far more widespread than had been 
brought to light by the 1946-47 joint committee hearings.147 

During its short existence, NIVA made some progress toward uniting veterans in a common 
front. However, the struggle to obtain equal benefits did not progress as well. 
Government funding that had been promised for a five-year survey of Indian veterans and 
their benefits was cut off arbitrarily, and NIVA ceased to exist. 

In the 1990s, with help from the Native Council of Canada (now the Congress of 
Aboriginal Peoples), Aboriginal veterans have made renewed attempts to gain 
recognition of service and acknowledgement of the benefits they were denied. The 
National Aboriginal Veterans Association (NAVA) was founded in 1992, with branches in 
many provinces. It has provided a forum for renewed discussion, research and calls for 
action. This Commission invited Aboriginal veterans and intervener groups such as NAVA 
to give testimony about Aboriginal veterans' personal experiences. 

5.3 Testimony at the Royal Commission's Hearings 

Testimony at Commission hearings from veterans of the Second World War and the 
Korean conflict was entirely consistent with that given 50 years earlier, the only 
difference being that the Second World War veterans were elderly, often frail, and their 
ranks had been thinned by the deaths of many of their comrades from the war years. 
Younger veterans of the Korean conflict and veterans' intervener groups like NAVA often 
accompanied these older veterans, providing transportation, interpretation services and 
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support. The veterans of Korea reported some areas of shortfall: they too received their 
benefits as veterans through the IAB in the 1950s, because the branch had insisted on the 
value of its experience serving the veterans of two world wars.148 However, most of the 
grievances reported dated back to the Second World War. 

The action of the federal government in providing recognition, apology and financial 
compensation to Japanese Canadians displaced during the war sharpened the sense of loss 
and discrimination for many Aboriginal veterans and their supporters.149 They had served 
overseas, seen their brothers and best friends die, experienced equality during the war and 
then come home to a nation that did not seem to care. As one veteran put it, "We as 
Aboriginal veterans got fooled...we got acclimatized to the non-Native way of living 
through the war years, and for a period of time we became equal in the non-Native world, 
or so we thought. Upon return to civil life, and back on the reservation, our bubble soon 
burst."150 

Veterans listed the problems they encountered on returning with remarkable consistency. 
Obtaining recognition from the government and people of Canada was foremost in their 
estimation. Fundamental to any further action the government might take is an honest 
appreciation of the contribution of Aboriginal veterans. Aboriginal veterans emphasized 
that they want equal benefits, not special ones. They were equal at war, and they should 
have been treated equally when they returned. 

The veterans who spoke to the Commission testified that they received little or no 
information about the veterans benefits available to them, and they consistently reported 
discrepancies in the following benefit areas: 

• the Rehabilitation Grant and War Service Gratuity;   

• the dependants' allowance; 

• the revised Veterans' Land Act for on-reserve recipients;   

• limited access to all benefits, including awaiting returns, re-establishment grants, 
education and training provisions; 

• for status Indians, administration by the iab and no direct access to the DVA; and  

• for status Indians, apparent pressure to enfranchise. 

The VLA emerged as the single most important benefit offered Second World War 
veterans. Ownership of land and access to loans were key means of providing a secure 
economic base for many young veterans returning from the war. Although the VLA was 
extended several times, in 1968, 1975 and 1977, and directions were given for publicity, 
testimony suggests that many Aboriginal veterans were still seeking to benefit from an 
opportunity that eluded them.151 These veterans raised questions about the different 
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benefits available through the standard VLA and the regime that applied to Indians. They 
clearly consider the differences between the two unjustifiable. 

Many veterans who spoke to the Commission mentioned brothers or friends who had 
been enfranchised, some of them involuntarily while they were away at war. Ray Prince, 
originally of Fort St. James, testified that he was removed from his reserve after he had 
served five and a half years overseas.152 Herman Saulis, who represented NAVA, referred 
with anger to this difficulty of obtaining veterans benefits: "There was one very simple 
solution to this madness, move off the reserve and lose your Indian status. ...Why should 
we as veterans be subjected to conditions when the non-Native did not have to comply 
with anything?"153 Moving off-reserve was a risky proposition, since, as we saw, such 
people would not be considered good credit risks. Besides, those who did move often 
failed to obtain the standard VLA benefit. 

Métis and non-status Indians also reported that they were at a disadvantage with respect 
to VLA provisions. They should have been served by DVA directly, but many had no 
contact, no information, and no help from that office. Language, distance and 
communication barriers effectively prevented the flow of information and the process of 
applying for benefits. Vital Morin, of ële-à-la-Crosse, Saskatchewan, explained to the 
Commission that the only form of communication in northern Saskatchewan after the war 
was the telegraph.154 There was no Legion, no veterans affairs office, and no other form of 
access. Many veterans received only the war service gratuity and the standard clothing 
allowance; some did not even receive this minimal benefit.155 They did not know what 
other benefits existed or how to obtain them. 

Some Métis who were able to settle on Crown land obtained only the $2,320 grant — the 
same amount provided for status Indians on reserves. This was the policy of the VLA in 
cases where land could not be used as collateral — even though this was not made clear 
to all veterans. Some Métis veterans seem to have experienced outright discrimination. 
Veteran Sam Sinclair tried to obtain a 39-acre plot of land after the war, but was refused 
permission on the grounds that the land was in a flood plain. Yet he subsequently saw 
title for that land pass repeatedly to other purchasers.156 Even today, many elderly 
veterans live in poverty, never having received veterans benefits despite their war service. 
"They have nothing and they're too proud to ask."157 

The list of possible benefits was long and complicated.158 Benefits had to be applied for; 
they were not automatic. This precondition required reliable sources of information, 
which clearly did not exist, since the IAB and its agents typically failed to perform this 
role. As one veteran said, "They told us what they were going to give us, not what we 
were qualified to get."159 These veterans also maintain that fraud occurred in the delivery 
of benefits, because too much was left to the discretion of Indian agents, and record 
keeping was inadequate.160 

Status Indians reported that they had been barred from joining their local Royal Canadian 
Legion.161 The Indian Act did bar them from drinking establishments, despite some 
variations in the policies of individual Legions. As we saw, this exclusion kept many 
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status Indian veterans from receiving DVA information that was distributed regularly 
through Legions across Canada, as well as depriving them of valuable opportunities to 
compare notes on benefits with fellow veterans. 

Disability pensions have also proven to be a problem for many veterans. Some did not 
know that they were available until long after the war, when they were finally able to join 
the Legion. Learning about the existence of benefits years after the war was often too 
late, and veterans without early medical records to prove their cases were likely to be 
denied benefits.162 

Some veterans have acted as volunteer advocates for others who cannot speak for 
themselves: age, language barriers, shyness and pride can stand in the way of many 
potential applicants for veterans benefits. Sidney de More, a non-status Indian veteran, 
insists that widows of veterans often did not get proper assistance; Gordon Ahenakew, an 
Indian veteran of the Second World War, and Claude Petit, a Métis veteran of Korea, are 
typical of men who continue to seek justice for others. Many other recent retirees from 
the forces and leaders in friendship centres and other community organizations devote 
their time and energy to solving problems for older veterans. These efforts attest to the 
sense of grievance and need in Aboriginal communities. 

The veteran affairs department is now trying to inform surviving veterans about current 
benefits, although most post-war benefits have been discontinued. The approach of the 
DVA is based on veterans contacting the department: "if you know anyone make sure that 
they get in touch with us."163 New programs such as off-reserve housing assistance and 
the Veterans Independence Program are welcome innovations, but they cannot replace 
the key benefits of the immediate post-war era. Nor do they provide the recognition that 
veterans speak about so often. Aboriginal veterans have been adamant: they do not want 
welfare; as Canadian war veterans they want equal benefits. 

6. Epilogue 

Aboriginal veterans of the Second World War are elderly now; those who survive are 
patient yet persistent. Although they have been distressed by the inequities in benefits for 
Aboriginal veterans, they are also hopeful that this time their story will be heard and their 
contributions and sacrifices honoured. These veterans have greater support in the 1990s 
than ever before, despite the decline in their numbers. Veterans and many of their support 
groups participated in the hearings of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples and 
the Senate's Standing Committee on Aboriginal Peoples. Their associations continue to 
press for redress for individuals and recognition for all Aboriginal veterans. 

The National Aboriginal Veterans Association presented a brief to this Commission in 
October 1993, entitled "Aboriginal Veterans: Service and Alliance Re-examined", urging 
the creation of a new position within DVA to spearhead research on Aboriginal veterans' 
grievances, in co-operation with the department of Indian affairs and NAVA. NAVA also 
requested government funding to enable it to pursue projects in conjunction with these 
two government departments.164 The Commission heard testimony from NAVA 
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representatives in most regional hearings, and these confirmed that there is widespread 
support for the national organization. 

The Aboriginal veterans who remain continue to participate in national Remembrance 
Day services organized by the Royal Canadian Legion, but they are hindered by the high 
cost of travel from distant parts of Canada. Only a handful of veterans are left in many 
Aboriginal communities to participate in local services; for example, of more than 30 
veterans who served from Curve Lake First Nation in Ontario, only six were able to 
parade to the war memorial in 1992.165 

Veterans want their contributions valued and remembered. When asked how this should 
be accomplished, they spoke of establishing memorials in their communities that would 
tell their story to future generations. But they also wanted their sacrifice to make a 
difference to their children and grandchildren now. Sam Sinclair and Claude Petit, 
president and vice-president of NAVA, asked that programs in memory of veterans aim to 
encourage Aboriginal youth to remain in school to complete their acquisition of skills and 
knowledge.166 Like other veterans, they asked that their actions and those of their home 
communities in support of the war effort be part of the accounts of this period in history 
books used by all Canadian students. 

While the surviving veterans wait for real change, the Chippewas of Kettle and Stony 
Point continue to seek the return of their lands, appropriated by order in council P.C. 
2913 under the War Measures Act in April 1942.167 

This issue is closely connected to the wider one of the government's failure to serve 
Aboriginal veterans' best interests. The ancestors of the Chippewas were allies of the 
British during the War of Independence and the War of 1812, and many served in this 
century's two world wars. Like many other bands, the Chippewas saw land pried away 
from their control despite treaty guarantees. Many other bands were pressured into long-
term leases or outright sale, but the residents of Kettle and Stony Point had to submit to 
appropriation, and the provisions to negotiate for a return of their land — which was 
presumably needed for "efficient prosecution of the war" — were not acted upon after the 
war.168 The government invested great energy in acquiring such land, but it ignored or 
minimized its obligations after the war. Perhaps the government never understood the 
profound importance of land to Canada's Aboriginal people and what recognition of their 
service would have meant to them. 

Aboriginal veterans appeared in 1994 and 1995 before the Senate's Standing Committee 
on Aboriginal Peoples. The committee heard first-hand about many of the injustices 
discussed in this chapter, and in March 1995 the committee's report made several 
recommendations that broadly resemble those presented here. They included a 
recommendation that the government of Canada recognize the special contribution of 
Aboriginal veterans and that it apologize to Aboriginal veterans for past inequities. Our 
recommendations differ in some respects from those of the Senate committee, but we 
agree broadly on the overall need for urgent recognition and redress. 
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Recommendations 

To maintain an honourable bond with the veterans who have served their country well, it 
is essential that the government of Canada undertake immediate remedial measures. 

The Commission recommends that the Government of Canada 

1.12.1 

Acknowledge, on behalf of the people of Canada, the contribution of Aboriginal people 
within the Canadian Armed Forces during the wars of this century (the First World War, 
the Second World War and Korea) by   

(a) giving a higher profile to Aboriginal veterans at national Remembrance Day services; 
  

(b) funding the erection of war memorials in Aboriginal communities; and  

(c) funding the continuing work of Aboriginal veterans' organizations. 

1.12.2 

Agree to Aboriginal veterans' requests for an ombudsman to work with the departments 
of veterans affairs and Indian affairs and northern development and national and 
provincial veterans' organizations to resolve long-standing disputes concerning 

• Aboriginal veterans' access to and just receipt of veterans benefits; and   

• the legality and fairness of the sales, leases and appropriations of Indian lands for 
purposes related to the war effort and for distribution to returning veterans of the two 
world wars. 

1.12.3 

Hire Aboriginal people with appropriate language skills and cultural understanding in the 
department of veterans affairs to serve distinct Aboriginal client groups. 

1.12.4 

Establish and fund a non-profit foundation in honour of Aboriginal veterans to promote 
and facilitate education and research in Aboriginal history and implement stay-in-school 
initiatives for Aboriginal students. 
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